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Educating the

data user

Introduction

Finding information today need not mean going

to a librar,-. One can put a data diskette into a

microcomputer, dial a remote mainframe

through a modem, or turn on a CD-ROM drive

from a desk at home, from the office, or from

a college lab. And the information sources

accessed can be as varied and as complex as the

collection of a college library-. But has the ease

of access to information sources increased

"information literacy", the ability to define a

search strategy, identify good access sources,

retrieve appropriate materials, and evaluate

sources located. Probably not Information

skills in use today are too often identical to

those used when the gateway to information was

the librar)-'s card catalog and the Reader's

Guide!

New information access skills must be

developed. Retrieval skills which can fully

exploit the potential in contemporary

information access by combining traditional print

sources with electronically generated media in

an innovative synthesis. To meet this challenge,

a growing number of American colleges and

universities have added modiJes on electronic

information access to their bibliographic

instruction programs. Many articles in the

literature describe their successes and failures.

But an examination of this literature indicates

that no specific attention is given to pubhc data

in machine-readable format

Despite the growing importance of datafiles in

business, public administration and academia

research, public data is still discussed primarily

in its print form in bibliographic instruction.

Obviously this doesn't mean college students

don't learn about data. Quite the contrary.

College courses in business and the social

sciences are ver>' quantitative in keeping with

the reality of the way business and research is

conducted today. But the objective of most

quantitative courses in these disciplines is the

development of technical and analytic skills, not

the acquisition of information proficiency.

Often instructor-created, the datasets used in

cours^work offer analytic problems but bear no
relation to actual public data sources. Data

sources which these same students will surely

use on a regular basis in their careers in

business, in public agencies or in academia.

The failure to teach them to design search

strategies which include numeric datafiles. to

evaluate the usefulness of these files alongside

the same information in other formats, and to

acquire these files in the most efficient manner

possible, leaves a large gap in their training.

Identifying and locating good numeric data

sources and choosing among the storage formats

available are important information skills.

At Baruch College, City University of New
York, the objective of the Library Instruction

Division is to educate faculty and students,

graduate and imdergraduate. to the vast

possibilities of the contemporary information
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environment We have included all the varied

sources the Library presently collects, including

machine-readable datafiles. We treat datafiles

as an as an information resource, leaving to

others the analytic training of data users. The
ptirpose of this panel is describe the efforts that

have been made at the college to incorporate

numeric datafiles into a very varied

bibliographic instruction program and to

underline the importance of bibliographic

instruction in the training of data users. The
panel consists of members of the Library

Instruction Division each of whom, besides their

instructional responsibilities, has responsibility

for another data-related library function. Each

of the panelists will discuss their individual

roles and the work they have done in

developing the methods being used in this

program. But first some information about

Baruch College.

Baruch College is a four-year college,

predominantly underpaduate. It is part of one

of the largest public university systems in the

United States: the City University of New York.

Il consists of three schools. Liberal Arts,

Education and Educational Services and Business

although its primary strength, and the majority

of the student body, is in the business fields.

Most of the graduate programs, which include a

Ph.D. are in business fields. To meet the needs

of its students and facult>-, the Library began an

instructional program more than 15 years ago.

Its goal was and is the improvement cf the

level of "information literacy" among Baruch

graduates and faculty.

The Baruch programs emphasize the

responsibility of the researcher or information

consumer to develop appropriate strategies for

finding information, to become knowledgeable

about major sources in a field, and to choose

access methods most appropriate to the problem

at hand. Extremely sophisticated and complex,

the course offerings have responded to changes

in the information environment students are

expected to work in. The program offers levels

of education and training suitable for students

and faculty with differing needs and differing

backgrounds. The ofTerings include

Library Orientation Exercises

Library Research Workshops — one or two

lecttire modules given within another course

to meet specific information objectives within

that course

Bibliographic Instruction Courses — 3 credit

courses designed to teach the conceptual

aspects of information access as well as the

specific skills of information retrieval

Computerized Information Services Training

Seminars — Programs designed to teach

online information access;

Data Resources Seminars — seminars

devoted to machine-readable numeric

datafiles

specialized Study Center to provide resources

and training for graduate business students.

The most recent addition to this multi-faceted

program is a curriculum, currently under

development, for an information studies major

and minor intended for those students in liberal

arts, business or education who are interested in

pursuing information, not necessarily library,

careers.

The papers presented as part of this panel will

detail how numeric datafiles, public data

sources, have been incorporated into the varying

parts of this program.n
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Educating the
data user:

the data archivist and
bibliographic
instruction

by Bliss B. Siman'

Associate Professor, Data Archivist

Baruch College, City University of New York

Information specialists have long been aware

that graduates usually leave academia with onh

a rudimentary knowledge of information

strategies and resources. The expansion of

information access opportunities has not changed

this situation radically. In the area of

information about public data sources, the gap

between what students know and what they

could know, is tremendous. At Baruch, this

problem is particularly important because there

are few areas more dependent on information

access and utilization, particularly in

machine-readable formats, than business, and

few academic disciplines, therefore, in which

this "information gap" has greater significance.

Since the Librar\' at Baruch College provides

'Presented at the International Association for

Social Science Information Service and
Technology (IASSIST) Conference held in

Washington. D.C., May 26-29, 1988

access to information in almost all cunently

available formats: print, microform, audiodisc,

microcomputer diskette, CD-ROM, and

machine-readable data files, its instructional

program has tried to include all of these

information technologies in its workshops and
courses. Sometimes this has come about quite

by accident

When the library began to collect

machine-readable data files (MRDF), the

activit)- was assigned to me based on my
expressed interest Since it was not a full-time

assignment, I continued teaching in the

bibliographic instruction program. In retrospect

it was a fortuitous combination of

responsibilities. Working with data users, I

became aware of the gaps in their information

skills, the ver>- skills I was teaching in my
sections of the "Information Research in

Business" cotirse. Most data users were capable

of using SAS or SPSS.x to analyze their data,

and many could write elegant COBOL
programs, or download data into LOTUS, but

almost none had training in how to search for

and identify quality- data. Few graduate

students or faculty members were sufficiently

aware of the vast potential of public data for

their research or teaching.

Surprisingly, many sophisticated faculty

researchers continued to use datasets first

introduced to them by their Ph.D. mentors

simply because they were unaware of

alternatives. Few were familiar with the varied

storage media for data and how these cotild be

eflectively combined. For example, a facultv'

member working on a project using the Census

of Population and Housing on magnetic tape

might be totally unaware that portions of the

work cotild be better accomplished using the

same data in print Clearly there were many
exceptions to this bleak picttire, but data users

were not able to use the wide variety of sources

available due to lack of information skills.

Finding the means to overcome this deficiency

became an important objective of a combined
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Data Archives/Bibliographic Instruction Program.

At the same time that the Data Library was

being developed, other sections of the

instructional program were beginning to include

numeric data as part of the information process

being taughL Online computerized retrieval

services began to provide access to numeric

data, and instruction in print sources of data

was increasing in sophistication. Naturally, with

all these programs being developed in the same

division, there was a good deal of beneficial

"cross-fertilization" in the planning and

implementation of the instructional programs as

well as the data service. Recognition of the

competitive importance of numeric, quantitative

information in business reinforced our desire to

equip Baruch graduates, many of whom are the

first generation of their families to go to

college, with the data access skills they lacked.

With respect to information literacy, business

requirements were growing and we wanted to

be sure that our students were prepared. Our
method of attacking this problem also reflects a

basic philosophy that information resources in

general are underutilized due to the public's

lack of training and education in research

resources and research skills.

Consistent with this philosophy, the Data

Resources Service immediately organized a

seminar series to introduce users to numeric

data sources. These seminars, which are still

ofTered on a regular basis, were organized by

subject field and publicized to faculty and

graduate students. Unlike many similar

seminars given in computer centers and data

archives, these presentations included not only

discussions of important datafiles, but also

information on the same data in print, or the

major print reference works in the same field.

Often the data being discussed was also

available through online vendors or on

microcomputer diskette, and the criteria for

using the various media were presented with

practice problems to illustrate important points.

The objective of the seminars was not to

provide a "shopping list" of datafiles, but rather

to equip the audience with the skills to find

and evaluate the data needed for a particular

project Most importantly, no seminar failed to

include information on important sources,

whether data archives, government agencies or

private vendors, of new data in the field, both

general and specialized resources.

Models for locating data in a new field were

discussed. These strategies paralleled those

taught in the "Information Research in

Business" course, in which students are

equipped with the ability to identify sources in

new fields as a basic part of modem
information retrieval skills. The reception this

information received underscored the need the

modem data user has to identify quality data

when beginning research in an unfamiliar area.

For new graduates in entr>'-level positions, such

skills can be invaluable. Many of these

seminars included an online demonstration of

some dataset using, where appropriate, SCSS
(the interactive version of SPSS). The object of

these seminars was to present MRDF in the

context of other information sources, as well as

to educate users in the available resources.

Initially, the target audiences were those who
were already data users, individuals who had

used data and were probably aware of the

limitations of their knowledge of public data file

availability. Because they were knowledgeable

about data, they particularly appreciated training

in strategies for finding data sources when the

usual avenues were unproductive. These users

were also receptive to information on selection

of format of data, because they were also not

aware of the many choices that could be made.

Widening the scope of data knowledge and

information retrieval skills among attendees was

the primary objective of the first seminars. This

objective remains cenual, although the seminars

today are often presented to those who don't

know very much about data. Of necessity, lists

of data files are distributed when the seminar is

attended by new data users. Although analytic
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issues are sometimes discussed, research

methodology is never the focus. When Baruch

became the coordinator of the ICPSR
membership for the Cit>' University*, these

seminars were extended to the entire University

with equal success.

Building on this basic format, we have

experimented with workshops which include

specific demonstrations of ciata sources that

appear in online format, perhaps in print, and

as machine-readable data files. For example,

the Trinet database, which contains market share

data for companies, is issued online and on

magnetic tape. The Computer Search Services

Librarian and I conducted this seminar to

demonstrate the pros and cons of using nimieric

data online versus on tape. Baruch faculty and

graduate students have become informed users

of online information services, partly because

these services have been free, and partly due to

the excellent assistance that has been available

to online users. But the consequence has been

an expectation among the clients of the online

services that all information, bibliographic and

nimieric. will be foimd neatly set up in database

format, easily retrieved by a packaged quer\-

language. Semmars in which the nuances of

using different formats has been presented, have

increased the sophistication and information

proficiency of faculty and students, especially

the graduate students.

On the other hand, one can be too successful in

encouraging data users to become aware of the

wide variety of data sources available. The

demand for data increases and the multiplicity

of data requested creates budgetary problems.

Since our graduate students are primarily in

business fields, their need for expensive

financial and economic data caimoi always be

met within the Data Resources Service budget

Finding ways in which to meet their needs is a

constant challenge. Recently the number of

very specific, very limited financial daiaseis

being requested (example: 10 years of currency

prices for five specific countries) went far

beyond the capacity of the Baruch computerized

information services. Methods of creating

datasets, rather than purchasing them from

private vendors were explored.

Using an online vendor, I. P. Sharp, we
downloaded small amounts of data to meet

specific needs. In order to make the data more
widely available, they were also uploaded to

magnetic tape on the mainframe and listed in

the data archive holdings. As another

alternative, microcomputer diskette data sets in

Lotus 1-2-3 format were also created. We are

hoping that knowledge of these data will

encourage users to plan their graduate theses,

etc., around data that are available rather than

devising projects dependant on costly new data

sets. However, philosophically, it was important

not just to create these data sets ourselves, but

to educate users to the benefits of this

technique, a technique that could be very useful

to faculty in their current work and to students

in their future business roles. Consequently, the

entire process was demonstrated at a data

seminar. The demonstration included how the

data were identified, accessed online,

downloaded to diskette, uploaded to magnetic

tape and then accessed using SAS. At the same

time, the use of the data at each intermediary

step was discussed, providing greater depth to

the users' understanding of the pros and cons of

each technique.

As the variety of formats increases, we see

increased possibilities for this type of seminar.

For example, seminars on the census, could

present alternative methods of searching for data

files, beginning with bibliographic searches

online, as well as the choices to be made
among formats: print, microfiche, Cendata,

machine-readable data files, diskettes,

CD-ROM, etc. Census data are very much
underutilized at many colleges of the City

University, and we believe such instruction will

assist users in identifying valuable data not

previously considered.
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Most of this discussion has focused on the kind

of training given sophisticated data users to

improve their information skills. But the

Library Instruction Division and the Data

Resources Service have been equally engaged in

a dialogue concerning the competence that

undergraduate students should master in order

to attain "information literacy" with respect to

public data sources. Actually, this dialogue is

part of a continuing discussion and re-evaluation

of the entire bibliographic instruction program,

necessary in a rapidly changing information

environmenL There is not yet consensus on

what represents an adequate set of information

skills.

Although the Library Instruction Division (LID)

offers a basic course in information research in

business (Library 1016, Information Sources in

Business) the core of materials covered has

changed over time. In fact, although all

instructors teaching the course use the same text

and give uniform exams, there is considerable

flexibility in planning the curriculum.

Instructors are encouraged to experiment with

materials and share their successes or failures

with colleagues. As the importance of public

data sources became recognized within the LID,

the department began discussing methods of

including this information resource in the

curriculum. Frankly, a complete answer has not

been arrived at, although several configurations

have been used.

Cleariy, undergraduates do not need

sophisticated knowledge of public data, but they

do need some awareness of the role of raw data

in the information process, of the availability of

data for secondary analysis, and where data can

be obtained. The inclusion of data sources in

the curriculimi reinforced some of the

conceptual goals of the course as well. Master}'

of the development of search strategies is an

important objective of the course, and data files,

due to the lack of bibliographic control, provide

an excellent example of non-standard

information search strategies. The process of

searching for data is, of necessity, very different

from the index searching model which

undergraduates come to assimie is relevant in all

situations.

Awareness of raw data files and of what

constitutes an authoritative soiu^ce in this field

reinforces another objective of the course, that

of enhancing the students' ability to evaluate the

information they consume on a daily basis.

Polls and government reports based on data are

constantly presented in newspapers, magazines,

etc. Questioning the data on which these

reports are based is an important attribute of

the educated citizen in private or professional

life. By including data as an information

resource in the research course, we are

equipping students the better to handle this

important task.

Working with my colleagues, I developed

several different instructional modules which

presented numeric data and the different

formats in which they come. The lectures

contained explanations of machine-readable data

files and the nature of secondary analysis.

Basically, 1 wanted students to understand how
data are used in business and academic research

and the retrieval methods used to find data

files. These lectures were tied to different units

of the course, depending on the instructor:

marketing in one case, social science research in

another. In each case, the lectures built on

what the students had already learned about

information access and retrieval as well as

emphasizing the evaluation of sources. The

lectures always included a demonstration of data

use in an area that would pique students'

interest

During these demonstrations, students were

encouraged to participate in the development of

a hypothesis and the testing of it with data at

hand. Although this technique was borrowed

from modules developed for sociology courses,

the emphasis was placed on information

dissemination and evaluation issues rather than
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on research methodologies. These

demonstrations were very effective in making

students aware of the whole process of research

transmission, but it is not clear that the best

combination of subject year and lecture format

has yet been found.

Despite their success, these lectures have not yet

become a standard part of the course for

several reasons. As with every academic

institution, we are understaffed. It is not always

possible for me to do these lectures at the

appropriate time in each instructor's syllabus.

Nor do the instructors necessarily have the time

in a single semester course to devote a full

lecture to data files. The amount of material

we would like to cover in a course is far

greater than can be managed in a semester.

Topics are constantly being juggled as we search

for the optimum mix. However, the

Department has a commitment to including the

identification and retrieval of data files in the

basic information course because we feel that

use of these sources is an important information

skill. Data users must first be able to find data,

and the bibliographic instruction course can

equip them with the skills to do the job

efficiently and cost-effectively.n
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Undergraduate
education and

data:
The entry level

information specialist
experience

by Eleanor LangstafP

Baruch College, City University of New York

"The medieval historian M. T. Clanchy has

illustrated the reluctant acceptance of written

documentation in place of first-person witness

over more than three centuries of early English

history. 'Documents,' he tells us, 'did not

immediately inspire trust' People had to be

persuaded that written documentation was a

reliable reflection of concrete, observable events"

(Zuboff 77). Although it is true today that at

one level people will accept anything in writing

as probably authoritative, and all statistics as

incontrovertible, in most of our working

environments a higher level of sophistication

obtains. From time to time there may be an

urgent desire to replicate surveys available in

archival form, a survival from the 12th century

where the spoken word, direct experience, had a

'Presented at the International Association for

Social Science Information Service and
Technology (IASSIST) Conference held in

Washington, D.C., May 26-29, 1988

validity not available in documentary evidence.

The real problem, however, is more substantial,

and deals with the nature of information, with

those basic characteristics of information that

make it what it is: transferability without

diminution, growth each time it is used, its

accumulation at meteoric rates, the increasing

dependence of each new management decision

on prior cases. In the federal government, for

instance, according to Wilson Dizard, as early as

1979 there were 600+ database management

systems installed (Dizard 81); by 1990, it will

cost nearly $10 billion to maintain the

computers and $2 billion for modernization. Of
course, these levels of growth are reflected in

the private sector.

The impact of information technology on society

has been variously described in terms of

lessening labor or improving final quality.

Shoshana ZubofT, in her In the Age of the

Smart Machine characterizes it as resulting in a

comprehensive "textualization" of work, the

creation of a new symbolic medium, an

"electronic text" that increasingly mediates

between workers and their work, between the

body and the task. We are well aware of this

phenomenon: the surrogate level, in the index,

abstract and full data levels. In the information

process, work becomes abstract, the manipulation

of intangible symbols rather than concrete

objects. Zuboffs concern is with process, not

with the accumulated data it engenders, but I

suggest that where work is increasingly done in

a technological mode, no matter what attitudes

people may have about information, it continues

to increase and require management - a kind of

management which cuts across present functional

lines and which most futurists, such as Shoshana

Zuboff and Harian Cleveland in his The

Knowledge Executive , assert to be destroying

the hierarchical structure of organizations.

Although I have not observed this phenomenon,

except as it apparently engenders anxiety in

certain groups when discussed, it is one of the

justifications for the academic preparation of
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end-users of infonnation (Atkins, passim;

Debons, passim; Porat, passim). So loo the

permanent growth of data is justification for

providing new kinds of information

intermediaries (Duffy, passim; Schmidt, passim;

Spivack, passim; Topics, 77).

What I would like to do this morning is to

describe to you, for the purpose of discussion,

the Infonnation Studies Program now in the

design stage at Baruch College, in the hope that

a such discussion will provide material with

which we can fine-time our work, to make it

more responsive to the workplace.

The Infonnation Studies Program is based on

three premises based on perceived need:

1. That infonnation has value to society, to

organizations and to individual professionals.

2. That personnel are needed who imderstand

and are able to organize and utilize

information effectively.

3. That to reach enough information users,

programs in Information Studies are needed

at the undergraduate level.

What is the Information Studies program? This

inter-disciplinary program focuses on the use

and users of infonnation as well as the

technologies involved. It provides students with

the conceptual bases they need to work in an

information environment and some professional

training. When taken as a minor concentration

it complements a major—business, one of the

social sciences, or one of the natural sciences.

Baruch College, offering as it does fully

accredited business, health care administration,

education and liberal arts programs, is in a

unique position to offer an Information Studies

program which is responsive to the needs of a

changing economy. One of the senior colleges

of the City University of New York, it has an

enrollment of about 14,000 and houses the

business programs of the university. There is a

growing need for information specialists in

business, science and education; the marketing

of information products is one of a growing

number of examples that dramatically illustrate

the viability of the Baruch meld of information

studies and business.

In 1981 Baruch College began to develop and

ofTer courses in the discipline of Information

Studies and at present has five advanced courses

approved by the Board of Trustees, and four

courses approved by the School. The design of

these courses is based on our view of the

nature of information studies.

In spite of the growth of programs for training

information professionals, and for some, the

concentration on that part of the spectrum of

information science which can be styled

information studies, the discipline is still in what

can be described as a pre-paradigmatic stage in

which the producers are characterized by

training in other, usually related, disciplines. In

common with the outer reaches of all

disciplines, confiicting views are held and

discussed among peers and with a general but

educated, thinking audience (Kusack, passim).

The product, the texts produced, are treatises

characterized by full discussion of the whole

subject in so far as it is known (for instance

Summary Results...). The assumptions of the

discipline are the assertions of the treatises.

Information Studies also has characteristics

common to the next phase of developmenL

The paradigmatic phase partakes of patterns

common in academic departments in which

research is carried out in response to specific

questions posed by the discipline. Thomas
Kuhn's paradigms—recognized scientific

achievements that define acceptable problems

and methods—provide a generally accepted

conceptual context for further investigation. The

audience contracts to one of peers only.

Communication moves from the treatise, a
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literary fonn, to brief articles, written in highly

technical tenninology for that specialized

audience (Paulson, Chapter 2).

Information Studies in the United States exhibits

many of the characteristics of the

pre-paiadigmatic stage, especially in the kind of

publication it engenders—think pieces, forecasts,

theoretical approaches, essentially all assertions.

Have you counted the number of assertions I've

made so far?

Let's move to the more practical, more

descriptive kind of approach to the subject:

General objectives of the program are:

1. to contribute to the preparation of

undergraduate students for critical and

efTective participation in the complex

structure of today's information society;

2. to prepare undergraduate Information Studies

students for employment as information

specialists in a variety of agencies and

institutions;

3. to orient undergraduate Information Studies

students towards graduate education in

Information Studies or related fields;

4. 10 contribute to the academic preparation of

undergraduate students who will enter careers

or graduate education in related fields;

5. to provide course offerings that might be

utilized by other segments of the University

to augment their curricula.

Specific objectives of the program are to

prepare students who will, within the limits of a

minor subject specialization:

1. understand the nature and role of

information in society in general, and in a

variety of organizational settings;

2. understand how to find, evaltiate, and use

recorded information;

3. tmderstand how to organize and retrieve

recorded information;

4. acquire applied skills in information

processing technologies;

5. be able to analyze the information needs of

individuals, organizations and other social

entities;

6. be able to design and manage information

systems which meet specific information

needs;

7. be able to instruct others in the use of

retrieval systems;

8. be able to evaluate the efTecdveness of

information systems;

9. understand behavioral aspects of information

transfer including communications theory and

communication skills.

What valorizes information studies'" The

valorization process, still in the earliest stages,

stems from politics and from economics.

Information poses problems both political, in the

sense of well-ordered organizations becoming

chaotic in the face of too much information,

and economic in developing feasible ways of

dealing with information. Thus, we have talked

about the specific and practical ends of such

training, with the assumption that such training

will be part of the solution, not pari of the

problem.

The following are some of the courses we are

teaching, or plan to teach in conjunction with

such subject majors as international business,

managment, biology, education or business

communication. The latter concentrations we

might call the content courses; what follows are
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the Information Studies Courses:

Online Information Retrieval . Juniors and

seniors learn database searching using several

databanks, and employ advanced strategies.

They download, edit and format bibliographies

and abstracts. A variety of software—gateways

and frontends—is examined and used.

Advanced Information Retrieval . Students learn

to prepare material for input into databases. An
indexing component presents automated indexing

using standard software packages for file,

periodical, and back-of-the-book indexing. An
abstracting component explores the writing of

indicative and informative abstracts, as well as

other forms of terse writing. Students prepare

an index for the alumni magazine, a permanent

responsibility of the class.

Information and Society . A discussion and

reading course covering policy matters and a

general range of information technology and

effects on society. The impact of

telecommunications, electronic media, transborder

data flows, etc., are studied. Students also visit

state-of-th^art workplaces.

Informational Writing and Editing in Computer

Environments . Efficient use of

computer-generated information depends on its

presentation. Students learn to reprocess

bibliographic, text, and numeric data in prim

and graphic forms usable in business,

government and non-profit organizations.

Science Information Retrieval . This course

teaches basic principles of information retrieval

in science and technology to students in

pre-medical, health sciences and natural science

programs using various interactive systems. In

addition to bibliographic databases, students gain

experience using databases to search for patents,

to track technological developments, and to

identify chemical substances. The purpose is to

develop, in a scientific environment, those

diagnostic, prescriptive and evaluative skills

needed for information-searching at entry level

in the modem science environmenL

Information Technologies . An overview course

designed to acquaint the student with several

categories of information technology: computers,

telecommunications and satellites, and

video/print reproduction/graphics.

Representative technologies are examined in

terms of fimctions, roles and design, and are

related to the management of information

resources. Term projects explore in depth

examples from each category. Field trips to

technologically advanced worksites acquaint the

student with the latest applications.

Management of Information Resources and

Records . General principles of information

organization: classification and filing, coding and

indexing, routing and copying are examined,

then applied to specific formats in print and

computer environments. Working with a

computer model of an information center for

both internal and external data, smdents make

information management decisions and test them

for relevance to organizational needs.

Management of External Numeric Data Bases .

Managerial principles and practice by which

external numeric data bases such as economic

time-series, surveys and polls are efTectively

handled in business, academic, and public

organizations provide the substance of this

course. Acquisition, organization, service, and

dissemination are considered. Students gain

familiarity with a variety of data sources

available from government agencies, data

archives, research institutions, private vendors

and scholars. They use mainframe computers

and microcomputers to work with actual data in

a laboratory setting to gain expertise with

secondary data files and the technical aspects of

data storage and retrieval.

This then is the program: what have we

omitted that should be added? What have we
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included that could be deleted? It is an

ambitious program. Does it respond to the

needs of an information societyTn

Sources

undergraduate preparation." Journal of

education for library and information science

26 (Summer 1985): 50-51.

Topics in health care financing 14 (Winter

1987):77-88.

ZubofT, Shoshana. In the ase of the smart

machine: the future of work and power .

New York: Basic Books, 1988.

Atkins, T. V. Survey of information industry

needs 1987. New York: Baruch College.

Part 1-2. Part 2 incomplete to date.

Clanchy, M. T. From memory to written

record: England 1066-1307 Cambridge:

Harvard UP, 1979. Quoted in Zuboff

Cleveland, Harlan. The knowledge executive:

leadership in an information society . New
York: Talley Books, 1985.

Debons, Anthony, et al. The information

professional: survey of an emerging field.

New York: Marcel Dekker, 1981.

Dizard, Wilson P. The coming information age:

an overview of technology, economics, and

politics . New York: Longman, 1985.

Duffy, James and William J. Jeffrey. "Is it

time for the chief information officer?"

Management review 6 (November 1987): 59.

Kusack, James M. "Librarians and the

information age: an affair on the rocks?"

(Part 1). ASIS bulletin 14 (Dec. 1987/Jan.

1988): 26-27.

Paulson, William. The noise of culture: the

literary text in a world of information .

Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP. 1988.

Porat, Marc Uri. The information economy:

definition and measurement Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce/Office
of Telecommunications, 1977, ch. 7.

Schmidt Karen A. "The other librarians:

undergraduate library science programs and
their graduates." Journal of education for

librarianship 24 (Spring 1984): 223-32.

Spivack, Jane F., ed. Careers in information .

White Plains: Knowledge Industry-

Publications, 1985.

"Summary results of propositions related to
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Educating the

data user:
classroom support

services

by Bobbie Pollard'

Baruch College, CiK UniversiU' of New York

"You people are really in the business of selling

information" was a recent comment from a

faculty member at Baruch College after a

presentation to his class of 98 students. We
certainly are in the business of marketing

information. Indeed, our Classroom Support

Services Program is an active and proactive one.

During the past academic year we conducted

nearly 200 Library Research Workshops. Over

6000 students were spoken to directly and many
more were reached through printed literature

such as Resources for Research and Access

Guides. Currently, twenty-two departments in

the college use our services, including:

Marketing, Management, Business

Communications, Marketing, Education, Speech,

and English, to name only a few.

The goals of the Classroom Support Services are

to inform assist students in their search for

information for assignments in the various

classes, and, equally important, to provide them

with an imderstanding of how information is

organized in the various disciplines. These

information seeking skills help students develop

confidence in the use of bibliographic and

quantitative sources, not only for their college

assignments but throughout their their later

careers.

'Presented at the International Association for

Social Science Information Service and
Technology (IASSIST) Conference held in

Washington, D.C., May 26-29, 1988

The library research workshops are assignment

driven and given at the request of faculty.

Therefore the success of the program depends

on how well faculty are informed about the

importance of students learning how to do

research. We advertise our program to faculty

through a flyer and by attending departmental

meetings. A lot of our publicity is done by

word of mouth; a faculty member who is

pleased with the program tells his colleague.

Most of the requests come from otir

undergraduate faculty. We only do library

research workshops for classes with research

assignments (sometimes these assigimients are

made up by the librarians and faculty member

together), and we require faculty members to be

present at the workshops.
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The content of a typical library research

workshop includes the following: (1) the

importance of information and an outline of a

research strategy with examples of tools

appropriate to the subject, discipline, or topics

that the students are researching; and (2)

practice in the library or online classroom using

the materials and techniques discussed in the

workshop. Practice is essential because it is

effective in clearing confusion and

misunderstandings about the information

presented in the workshop. Most workshops are

seventy-five minutes in length.

The majority of the subjects taught at Baruch

require students to use some type of public

data. The basic bibliographies and keys to

finding information which are tailored to the

content of the assignments and/or the course

are called Resources for Research. Most of the

Resources for Research include government

docments or an access tool that refers to

government documents as sources of

information. For example, the most heavily

used Resources for Research . "The Basic

Research Strategy", lists the Public Affairs

Information Service Bulletin (PAIS) which

indexes several government documents. The one

entitled "Company and Industry" includes many
other public data sources as well. Others that

include listings of public data sources are:

"International Marketing," "Statistics",

"Marketing", "Education", "International

Business", and "Business Journalism".

Public data are presented to students as being

plentiful, reasonable, and generally easily

accessible. Because Baruch College is one of

the largest business schools, it is not surprising

that our students need information on
companies, industries, marketing, and statistics.

Even the English classes tend to do research on
social science issues which required access to

government data. In the majority of workshops
some information on government data is

presented, but it is a crucial source of

information in the following classes; Business

Communications, Marketing, International

Business, and Business Journalism. Below is a

sampling of the kinds of information sought

most by students in these classes, with some

representative public data sources about which

students are informed.

The usual assignment in the business

communications and marketing classes requires

students to research companies, industries,

products, and demographic data. They need

information on sales, maketing, a financial

profile, market share information, etc. In these

classes, students are introduced to a variety of

public data sources such as annual reports of

publicly held companies, and U. S.

Department of Commerce publications such as

the U. S. Industrial Outlook . For statistical

information on both products and industries

students are advised to begin with the Statistical

Abstract which serves as a summary and guide

to most federal statistics including census data.

Predicasts F & S Index of Corporations and

Industries . PAIS, and other indices such the

Business Periodicals Index identify governmental

data in periodicals. For information in books,

students are shown how to look up information

by subject, e.g. U. S. industries, or by

governmental agency, e.g. U. S. Department

of Commerce.

In some market research classes, students are

required to develop questionnaires. The
instructors suggest that they look at many
different types of questionnaires. The
Inter-University Consortium for Political and

Soda! Research (ICPSR) codebooks such as The
Qualitv of American Life are very helpful to

students in completing these assignments.

In international business and international

marketing classes, students study conditions for

business in foreign countries and the import and

export trade. For assignments in these classes,

students are introduced to the numerous

publications produced by the U. S.

Department of State and U. S. Deparmenl of
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Commerce. Background Notes . Overseas

Business Reports. Marketing in .. . and Foreign

Economic trends and Their Implications for the

United States are but a few of the public data

sources taught in these classes.

The business journalism class produces a

national periodical called Dollars and Sense .

The students research and write articles using

mostly primary- sources. Therefore, the>- need

general backgroimd information, names of

experts to interview, and a great deal of

statistical data to back up their theses. The

topics in the latest issue of this magazine,

AIDS, women entrepreneurs, illiteracy in the

workplace. West Indian businesses, are

representative of the articles that students write

for this publication. Public data sources on

national and local levels are used heavily.

Students are introduced to the following indices

which are excellent for identifying statistical

information to support a point of view or to

document a trend. The indices are the

American Statistical Index which identifies

statistical information in over 400 federal

governmental agencies, and Statistical Reference

Index , an excellent source of statistical data

published by local governments. For example.

Business Statistics by the New York State

Department of Commerc conttained important

statistical data on West Indian businesses in

New York. Students are also made familiar

with many other government publications

through the use of the Monthly Catalog . CIS

Index , and a multitude of other government

directories.n
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Educating the

data user:
the role of

bibliographic
instruction

by Kristin McDonough'
Baruch College, City University of New York

The program of credit courses in research

methods and materials offered by the Library

Instruction Division at Baruch College, CUNY,
has been in existence since the early 1970's.

With the exponential growth of information and

the advancement of technology the courses have

shifted dramatically from a practical "how to

use the library" approach to a more
conceptually based one that integrates process

and product, tools and techniques, traditional

print and electronic information sources. What
were pioneered as library research courses two

decades ago have come to bear the titles
"
Information Research in Business" and

"Information Research in the Social Sciences

and the Humanities", testimony to the fact that

the site of research is now just as often an

online laboratory or a personal computer in the

office or home as a library.

'Presented at the International Association for
Social Science Information Service and
Technology (IASSIST) Conference held in
Washington, D.C., May 26-29, 1988

Of course, research involves much more than

just a choice of site or form/media in which a

body of disciplinary evidence or a synthesis of

opinion, or string of raw numbers is stored. As
research methods have evolved and changed, so

has the content of these basic courses over the

years. One of the most dramatic changes in the

substantive content of the courses has been the

increase in emphasis on access to, evaluation,

and use of public data. Our team of six

bibliographic instruction librarians has a special

commitment to alerting students to potential

sources of data because of the nature of the

institution in which we teach. Baruch College

is, arguably, the largest business school in the

world. As such, it attracts students who are, or

are quickly trying to become, quantitatively

oriented, and offers business and social science

courses that are, in the main, quantitatively

based. By junior year a student can reasonably

expect in one semester to be working on a

demographic analysis for a market plan, an

econometric projection for a finance course, and

the comparison of a fictitious company's data

with that of a national sample for an industrial

management class.

What is perhaps surprising is that emphasis

more often is on the manipulation and

application of numbers, using increasingly

sophisticated statistical and spreadsheet software,

than on identification and retrieval of the

sources of these figures. By and large, students

are provided with the numbers that they are

expected to "crunch." Our goal in the

information research courses is to go a step

further and tie the identification of authoritative

sources of data to the secondary data analysis.

We teach students how to identify and recognize

potential sources of data from ever-growing core

of government, institutional, corporate and

private generators of data on both domestic and

international levels because we are loathe to

make them dependant on data derived from

out-of-date textbooks and recycled classroom

lectures.
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If OUT courses as now constituted succeed in the

important task of convincing students of the

relative availabilit\' of published data relevant to

their particular needs, it is because we have

made a conscious efTort to integrate this notion

into the fabric of the courses. This was,

unfortunately, not always so, at least not for

those sections of the courses taught by a

humanities-oriented, numbers-shy librarian such

as myself. In fact, it is only within the past six

or seven semesters that I have stopped treating

statistics as a separate entity to be introduced

toward the middle of the semester and confined

to a fairly cursory treatment of standard sources,

such as the specialized statistical indexes.

There are several reasons for my former

approach to statistics as a self contained unit

broached halfway into a course. The first is

simply that the material on statistical sources

forms chapter 11 in each of the two in-house

textbooks that we use in these courses: Access

Information: Research in the Social Sciences

and the Humanities, and Access Information:

Research in Business . The position of this

chapter, following a chapter on government

documents, meant that an instructor following

the chronology of the text waited to focus on

statistical sources until the students had wrestled

with government documents — that

bibliographically unwieldy type of material

daunting even to the most experienced of

librarians. The reasorung behind this order of

presentation seemed to be that since so many of

the important statistical series are, in fact,

government publications with complex corporate

authorship and involved series added entries, it

was best to deal with these later in the semester

when the students would be more knowledgable.

Linking statistical sources with government

documents not only reinforced the notion that

statistics could be complicated to identify — as

anyone who has searched under 'United States.

Bureau of the Census' as author can anest —
but, in a non-depository library like ours,

difficult to actuallv locate.

Another reason for this artifical approach

toward teaching public data sources was the use

of the search strategy as a conceptual

framework upon which to structure the

presentation of instructional material and the

completion of assigimients. A search strategy is

a suggested sequence of steps to be followed in

conducting research on almost any subject The
order is, of course, approximate, and the object

is to dispel the notion that relevant knowledge

and information on a subject are acquired

serendipitously rather than through a orderly

process using standard bibliographic tools.

Using this approach, for example, librarians

have students choose a topic of their choice and

then introduce them, first, to the notion of

background reading, sthen to the definition of

terms using a thesarus, thirdly to the

identification of a bibliography of previous

research, fourthly to books using the catalog,

fifthly to periodicals for current information,

and finally, the icing on the cake, to RECENT
STATISTICS. One was lucky to have guided

the students this far through a search strategy

by the midterm point!

Below are selected examples of the approach

adopted over the past few years in an attempt

to underscore the centrality and virtual

omnipresence of quantitative evidence in the

sort of contemporary social science research in

which students are expected to engage or with

which, at minimum, they are expected to be

familiar. Though I continue to use a modified

search strategy framework, my goal is to stress

the fact that there are a number of ways to

identify and access significant collections of

published data. The focus of these examples is

child day care, a timely and interesting topic for

our largely working class students at Baruch.

Very eariy in the semester students are taught

to immerse themselves in a subject as they start

their research. This initial immersion is referred

to as backgroimd reading and yields a definition

and condensed history of the subject an

overview of the major issues involved, as well
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as the identification of major associations and

researchers who have contributed to the

formation of the body knowledge in the field.

A specialized encyclopedia, such as in this case

the Encyclopedia of Social Work, is often an

ideal source of backgroimd reading. It features

an expanded definition of the modalities of

child care, with references to both individual

and teams of researchers, as well as government

agencies which have gathered data relating to

"neighborhood care for several million families"

(illus. 1). An additional point about the dme
lag inherent in data collection and analyis can

be made by noting how relatively dated are the

references in, for example, the latest 1987

edition of an authoritative reference book,

(illus. 1)

In explaining the parenthetical citation form

used in the encyclopedia, it is necessary to refer

to the list of references appended at the end of

each article. Focusing on the organizations

represented in the entries is an ideal way to

underscore the number and variety of groups

involved in data collecting, (illus. 2) Profiles of

these groups in the Encyclopedia of Asociations

indicate those which have data gathering central

to their mission, (illus.3)

Guides to the literature or research guides are a

generic family of library tools that students are

encouraged to use early in the semester. It

seems relevant to introduce the latest edition of

Wasserman's Statistics Sources at the same time

as Webb's Sources of Information in the Social

Sciences and Friedes' Literature and

Bibliography of the Social Sciences . As the

illustration (illus. 4) suggests, students should be

alerted to the fact that to maximize retrieval of

information, fiexibility of approach is essential.

Important series of statistics on day care can be

found by looking either under "CHILD CARE
ARRANGEMENTS" or under "CHILDREN -

MOTHERS WORKING." That many of the

publications identified in this guide are available

on magnetic tapes as well as in paper is a point

made again and again.

This very question of research terminology is

one best tackled right at the start of search

strategy, with LC Subject Headings introduced

as an example of a thesaurus. Its fimction is to

provide an authority list of terms to be used in

searching the catalog for books on a topic. One
of the key points is that once the researcher

determines the conect heading or search term,

quantitative data on that same subject can be

found by employing the standard subdivision

—STATISTICS immediately following the

heading, e.g. DAY CARE CENTERS
—UNITED STATES —STATISTICS. (Illus. 5)

Another type of reference tool with which

students should fairly quickly become familiar is

the handbook. The Statistical Abstract of the

United States is introduced as an example of

the type of handbook that is a compilation of

tables, as well as the first recourse a student

has when confronted with the task of "finding

statistics". But rather than emphasize only the

technical features of this single volume wonder,

with its tabular titles, headings and notes,

contents tables and subject index, it is more

effective to present this as a first step which

offers a "snapshot" of the full range of

statistical series available from various

government agencies. In the illustration below

(illus. 6), for example, the crucial part of the

table is the source note which identifies a

Current Population Report by series number.

That these periodic census updates are relatively

easy to find and are available in

machine-readable form are points dial can be

made immediately and re-emphasized later in

the course of reviewing the concept of series

entries as one of the elements of the catalog,

(illus. 7)

By this very early point in the semester, then,

students have been shown that a key publication

such as Cunent Population Reports can be

located in a variety of ways, through references

in a bibliographic guide ( Statistics Sources) , or
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those in a handbook (Statistical Abstract of the

United States) , or through the subject or series

approach to the hbrary's catalog. That there is

more than one route in no way diminishes the

key importance of American Statistics Index or

the Statistical Reference Index , which are now
routinely introduced along with other periodical

indexes. The power of these relatively

sophisticated bibliographic tools and the level of

detailed analysis they provide of statistical

publications is impressed on the students. One
effective way in which to start students thinking

about the degree of complexity of a social issue

such as day care is to have them simply scan

the index volume of either ASI or SRI and

note the various aspects of the subject on which

data are generated and collected for subsequent

analysis and policy implementation. This pair of

bibliographic tools are no longer only viewed as

access tools alone but also as a record or minor
of the perspectives from which day care can be

viewed: a service to working mothers, a fast

growing service industry, a tax benefit to

individuals and corporations, an employee

benefit, a unit in the health and nutrition

deliver)' system and so on. (Illus. 9)

One reason why it is important to familiarize

students with a number of other indexes that

can lead to statistical series is that the wealth of

material identified by ASI or SRI , either online

or in print, can be overwhelming and ultimately

disappointing, especially to students using a

non-depository library of moderate size which

may not subscribe to all the publications

indexed. Odier indexes that are profitably

introduced as adjuncts to, if not substitutes for,

the above are Monthly Catalog of the United

States (illus. 10) and the PAIS Bulletin (illus.

11). The latter identifies quantitative studies in

two ways : with the subdivision "Statistics", or

by means of a note in the citation indicating

that the material contains graphs, tables, charts.

Each of these indexes generally employs subject

terms identical to LC Subject Headings , with

which, bv this time, the students feel familiar.

References to public data can also be used

efTectively when the class discusses the protocol

of documentation, which is a concept that

undergraduates often find difficult to grasp.

"What kind of facts do I have to cite?" is one

of the most frequently asked questions, to which

for years I had been responding, "Any opinion

not your own, controversial ideas, facts that are

not generally known." Since adding to that not

very helpful list "figures or data that are subject

to change" I have begun to sense that at least a

few of the students now comprehend. They are

beginning to understand that a statement such

as "Albany is the capital of New York State" is

both generally known and relatively stable but

that a reference to the population of New York
state should be docimiented since demographic

figures change. In fact, as the students now
realize, reference to statistics that are woefully

in error is one of the surest signs that the

sources on which a paper is based are either

out-of-date or unreliable.

Then, too, even the most reliable and

authoritative of sources is never entirely

bias-free, and is certainly subject to

misinterpretation, an observation that surfaces

continually in class discussions on the

importance of evaluating material. In response

to an assignment to identify at least one

publication or report the data in which have

susequently been questioned, several students

located accounts in the popular press or

scholarly literatiire about surveys whose results

had been either misrepresented or

misinterpreted. A New York Times article

reponed an assertion by one researcher that the

number of latchkey children in the U.S. is far

greater than suspected, since the estimate of

their numbers has largely been based on the

self-reported responses of the parents. Many
working couples who are surveyed may not

admit that their young children are left alone at

home while they are at work. A union

newspaper published by the AFT contained an

editorial repudiating the results of an NIE
report on school crime on the grounds that the
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national survey had made virtually no distinction

in the category "incidents of crime" between

pranks, minor vandalism and armed assualts on

teachers! As each student reported on the

assignment orally to the class, it became clear

that for the majority of students, this exercise

really made the notion of data come alive.

Undoubtedly, the fact that Bliss Siman, the

ICPSR coordinator for all units of the City

University of New York, is a dyanmic member
of our teaching team has contributed to our

determination to make awareness of potential

sources and uses of survey, census, and

lime-series data a vital pan of our credit

courses. For several semesters she has been

presenting sessions on the secondary analysis of

data to all sections of the social sciences and

business information research courses, using an

approach that she describes elsewhere in this

issue. The prime motive for the emphasis we
place on the interdependence between data

identification, retrieval and evaluation on the

one hand and manipulation on the other, is to

give the students the skills necessary to locate

sources of authoritative data.

There is yet another impetus behind our thrust

toward familiarizing even our beginning,

non-specialist students with sources of available

data. We want, over the course of the

undergraduate's career, to turn the student into

a discerning and demanding consumer who will

incorporate use of data into subsequent business

and professional life. Without a developed

group of educated and expectant users coming

out of our colleges, universities and professional

schools, who will join with librarians and

scholars to protest, for example, the Bureau of

the Census- intent to make certain of their

series available in electronic form only? In the

future, when dollar values are put on
information and access becomes a matter of

economics and political will, we hope that our

efforts in the classroom will have had some
effect n
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Illustration 1

Encyclopedia of Social Work. 18th Edition.

Association of Social Workers, 1987.

Edited by Anne Minahan. New York: National

V

older brothers and sisters, grandmothers,

other kin, and householders to the extent

possible, or even on the children themselves

(Werner, 1984).

Increasingly, however, families are

turning to care outside the home. It is esti-

mated that this was the case by 1980 for about

half of all children under 6 (U.S. Bureau of

the Census, 1982). Smaller families and in-

creased rates of maternal employment have
gone hand in hand, and most families using

out-of-home care are purchasing care for one

child (Emlen, 1974, 1982; Hayghe, 1984).

FamilyDgy-Cofe. The Ldie ut^^tul4ren

in a relatives home is less common than

used to bV (
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982).

Day care is more liKeiy to be nearoy wlih"a

neighbor. Family day care is provided by
women who are not in the labor force, who
have child care responsibilities of their own
(usually involving larger families), and whose
experience and motivations are suited to pro-

viding a child care service, typically involv-

ing three or four children—less than the limits

imposed by regulation. Family day care is the

predominant resource used outside the home
for infants and toddlers. It is also a major
resource for school-age children. Care in

family homes affords flexibility in the ages of

children accommodated and in the hours that

care is provided. Concern has been raised

about the use of family day care in deterio-

rated neighborhoods, about the isolation of

caregivers from social support and training,

and about their inaccessibility to regulation

or to I & R programs. Family day care

pers|st3 , hovyever, as a viable system of

neighborhood care for~severahTnit

hes (Collins & Watson, 1976; Emler
Emlen & Koren, 1984; Fosburg ct

Werner, 1984).

Cenfer Care. Although nonprofit day
care centers continue to provide a significant

amount of subsidized care for lower-income

500 percent in 5 years (Kinder-Care, 1983)
and has the largest market share of the center
care business. The second-largest chain. La
Petite Academy, has over 400 programs in 24
states, and Children's World serves more
than 20,000 children in 160 centers (Fried-

man, 1985). These chains have been profit-

able, in part by achieving efficiencies from
large numbers of children per center and
minimum labor costs, as well as by marketing
their discount programs to employers.

Treatment In Day Care Settings. In

any community, child care is recognized as

occupying an important, though often ne-

glected, position on a continuum of special-

ized services to families at risk of dissolution.

Whether for mental health or child welfare,

child care is one of the least restrictive serv-

ices that can be supportive of family function-

ing and of a child's treatment program. Child

care services play a part in the "reasonable

effort" required as alternatives to placement
in foster care or residential treatment facili-

ties (Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare

Act of 1980, P.L. 96-272).

Employee Assistance. Of wider scope,

however, are two kinds of services to families

to help them cope with their child care re-

sponsibilities. One is the employee assistance

program (EAP), which began as a corporate

approach to problems related to alcoholism

and has been broadened to address the indi-

vidualized child care needs of employees.

Employee assistance programs have ex-

panded in scope as more attention has been

paid to how employees manage child care,

how it affects their work, and how company
policies, in turn, facilitate or adversely affect

the ability of employees to combine working

with family responsibilities. The flexibility of

policies concerning sick leave, maternity and

paternity leave, flexible work hours, and ab-

senteeism are being modified by companies.
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niustration 2

Encyclopedia of Social Work. 18th Edition.
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Services. Phase I Results. Cambridge, Mass.:

Author.

Beer, E. (1957). Working Mothers and the Day
Nursery. New York: Whiteside.

Blank, H. (1985). Fact Sheet. Washington, D.C.:

Children's Defense Fund.

Brookings Institution. (1972). Setting National Pri-

orities: The 1973 Budget. Washington, D.C.:

Author.

Bureau of National Affairs. (1984). Employers and

Child Care: Development ofa New Employee

Benefit. Washington, D.C.: Author.

Burud, S., Aschbacher, P., & McCroskey, J.

(1984). Employer-Supported Child Care: In-

vesting in Human Resources. Dover, Mass.:

Auburn House.

Campbell, N. (1985). Analysis ofInternal Revenue

Service Data. Washington, D.C.: National

Women's Law Center.

Catalyst. (1983). Child Care Information Service:

An Option for Employer-Support of Child

Care. New York: Author.

Children's Defense Fund. (1982). Employed Par-

ents and Their Children: A Data Book. Wash-

ington, D.C.: Author.
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egon: Author.
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niustratioD 3

Encyclopedia of Associations. 22nd Edition. Detroit : Gale, 1988.

Page 979 Section 7 - SOCIAL WELFARE Of

1^10212* CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND (CDF)

i22CSl..N.W. Phone:(202)628-8787
Washington, DC 20001 Marian Wright Edelman, Pres.

Founded; 1973. Staff: 60. Budget: $4,000,000. Provides systematic, long-

range advocacy on behalf of the nation's children. Engages in research, pubfic

education, monitoring of federal agencies, litigation, legislative drafting and

testimony, assistance to state and local groups, and community organizing in

areas of child welfare, child health, adolescent pregnancy prevention, child

care and development, family services, and child mental health. Works with

ixfividuals and groups to change policies and practices resulting in neglect or

maltreatment of millions of children. Advocates: access to existing programs

and services; creation of new programs and services where necessary; en-

forcement of civO rights laws; program accountability; strong parent and

community role in decision-making; ad^quateTOrtdiny tor-^^entiaJ programs

for children. Maintains speakers' bureqjd^mpiles statisticsjjubfications: (1)

CDF Reports (newsletter), monthly; f2)~Adolc3ecnt Pregnancy Prevention

Clearinghouse Reports, bimonthly; also publishes series of books and hand-

books on issues affecting children. Formerfy: (1978) Children's Defense Fund

of the Washington Research Project. Convention/Meeting: annual confer-

ence.

•10213* CHILDREN'S RIGHTS GROUP (CRG)

693 Mission St. Phone:(415)495-7283
San Francisco. CA 94105 Vicki Strang, Deputy Dir.

Founded: 1974. Staff: 33. Organization working primarily in the western and
southwestern U.S. to help communities and parents utilize, upgrade, and ex-
pand available services for children. Offers workshops, training seminars, and
technical assistance to parents who seek to bring federally funded child nutri-

tion programs into their community. Makes a special effort to aid organiza-

tk)ns that work with migrant farmworkers' families. Sponsors Project Save, an
energy conservation/youth employment program providing free home
weatherization for tow-income househokJs in Daly City and San Francisco, CA.
Conducts analyses of issues and legislation that affect chikJren's services,

particularly tax fimitation proposals such as Califomia's Proposition 13.
Lobbies for Fair Housing for Children ordinances (making it illegal for landtords

to refuse rental to families with children) in California. Operates an employer-
related chiW care project to promote child care services for employees of
major Bay Area emptoyers. Compiles data on federal food program participa-

tton. Focuses research on children's services including health, nutrition, and
chDd care. Publications: Community Services Bulletin, monthly; also pubfishes
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niustration 4

Statistics Sources. 10th Edition. Edited by Paul Wasserman. Detroit: Gale, 1986.

STATISTICS SOI RCES, Eleventh Edilion - 19

CHICKENS - See POULTRY

CHILD ABUSE

American Humane Association, 9725 East Hampden, Denv.

Colorado 80231; annual report, "National Analysis of Offici

Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting-

CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS

US. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Suitlan

Maryland 20233; "Current Population Reports."

CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS AND ALIMONY

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu
Maryland 20233; "Current Populat 1 Reports

"

CHILDREN - See also POPULATION and VITAL
STATISTICS

CHILDREN - AID - SOCLAL WELFARE PROGRAMS

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Social

Security Administration, 6401 Security Boulevard, Baltimore,

Maryland 21235; monthly report, "Social Security Bulletin,-

"Annual Statistical Supplement," monthly report, "Public

Assistance Statistics," and unpublished data.

U.S. Library of Congress, 10 First Street, SE, Washington,

D C. 20540; "Cash and Non-Cash Benefits for Persons With
Limited Income: Eligibility Rules, Recipient and Expenditure

Data," September 1985.

CHILDREN - ALIENS

U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturaliiation

Service, 425 I Street, NW, Washington, DC 20536; "Statistical

Yearbook," annual, and releases.

CHILDREN - ATTENDING SCHOOL

U S Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Suitland,

Maryland 20233; "Current Population Reports," and unpublished
data.

US Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue. SW.
Washington, DC. 20202; -Biennial Survey of Education in the

United States," Chapter on Statistical Summary of Education.
annual reports, "Digest of Education Statistics," and "Statistics

of Public Elementary and Secondary Schools System,"
"Projections of Education Statistics," "Estimate! of School

Statistics,- -Rankings of the States," and unpublished data

CHILDREN - DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL

nd Human SerU.S. Departn
Service, 20(

D C. 20201;"

nt of Health i

Independence Aven
ital and Health Statisti<

vices. Public Health

SW, Washington,

d unpublished data

CHILDREN - FA.MILIES WITH

CHILDREN - IMMUNIZED AGAINST DISEASE

U S Department of Health and Human Services, Center for

Disease Control, 1600 Clifton Road, NE, Atlanta, Georgia

30333, annual report, "United States Immunization Sun-ey
"

CHILDREN - JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

US Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, 320 First

Street, NW, Washington, D C 20534, "Statistical Report.

-

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration. 633 Indiana Avenue. NW. Washington.

DC. 20531. -Children in Custody Advance Report on the 1982

Census of Public Juvenile Facilities,- and "Children in

Custody: Advance Report on the 1982 Census of Private

Juvenile Facilities"

CHILDREN - MOTHERS WORKING ' 4~~

US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Suitland.

Maryland 20233, "Current Population Reports," and unpublished

U S Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 200

Constitution Avenue, NW. Washington, D C 20212. "Special

Labor Force Reports," and unpublished data.

CHILDREN - NUMBER - PER DIVORCE DECREE

US. Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health

Service, 200 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington,

D C. 20201. annual report, "Vital Statistics of the United

States,- "Monthly Vital Statistics Reports," and unpublished

U S Department of Health and Human Se

Security Administration, 6401 Security Bouleva
Maryland 21235, -Annual Statistical Supplement
Security Bulletin," and unpublished data.

CHILDREN - ORPHANS

US. Department of Health and Human Se

Security Administration, 6401 Security Bouleva

Maryland 20235, unpublished data

US. Department of Agriculture, Foo.

Fourteenth Street and Independence ,

DC. 20250, annual report, "Agri

unpublished data

nd Consumer Services.

:nue, SW, Washington,

tural Statistics." and
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Illustration 5

CUNY Librar*-. Card catalogue.
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BrunOf fiosalind B.
After—school care of Bchool— age

children : Decenber 1984 / by Rosalind
R. Bruno. — Vashlngtont D. C. : D.S.
Dept. of Commercet Bureau of the Census
: [O.S. G.P.O.. distributor] ; 1987.

Ivf 27 p. : I for« ; 28 cm. —
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studies series P-23 ; no. 149)

Shipping list no.: 87-64-P.
"Issued January 1987."
Includes bibliographical references.
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Illustration 6

U.S. Department of Commerce. Statistical Abstract of the U.S.. 108th Ed. Washington, D.C., 1988.

No. 596. Child Care Arrangements of Children Under 15 of Employed Mothers, by Age of

Child and Employment Status of Mother: 1984-1985

|ln thouund*, •xc«p( percent As ol wintef 1984-1985. OaU were otiLained lex \tw ttue^ youDQd^l chilOiun unckii IS yoAn okl

lincKickng any adoplad (x slepct\ikfettn n tr>u« caie) m me household. This repceMinU appfoiimaluiy 90 peiceni ol eil chAnen
under IS ytiatt oid ol vorlung women. BaMd on the Survey ol Income and Pi09iam Pa/1w:ipdtjon. iSM lexL secoon )4|

USUAL WEEiar cuajD Camc
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Illustration 7

CUNY Libran'. Card catalogue.
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Illustration 8

American Statistical Index. 1987 Ed. Washington, D.C., Congressional Information Services.

TABLES:
(Table* 1-6 show daU for Dec 1984.

Carctaken of children include parents, adult

siblings, other adult relatives, unrelated adults,

nonadults, and scLf-carc

'

Data by type of household arc shown for all.

married couple; and female-headed

households.]

CHILDREN
[Tables show number of children aged 5-13

years old enrolled in school] ^
1-2. [By] afler-school caretaker of children,^!^

age of child, type of household, labor force

status of mother, and race. (p. 7-12)

3. [By] after-school care [caretaier] of chil-

dren whose mothers work full time by occupa-

tion and education of mother, family income,

and race. (p. 13)

4. [By] hours of care for children who regular-

ly spend time not under parents' supervision,

type of caretaker, and period of day. (p. 15)

HOUSEHOLDS
[Tables show number of households with chil-

dren aged 5-13 years old enrolled in school]

5. By whether fully cared for by parents after

school and whether any child was regularly not

in adult care, by type of household, labor force ^
status and education of female householder, /
and family income, (p. 16)

(

, „ , • ..,, . L ,1, , . „V Estimafion. Chapter 12. Population and
6. By number of chJdren and whether any \ ,, .Y ^ ,...,.' ... ^_ . „, .:, VjHqusing Content Items
child was not m adult care after school, by —'"^ "

inhot force status of female householder and

described below. Part A is described in ASI 1986

Annual (or 1986 Monthly Supplement 11) under

thi*. number. The remaining 4 parts have not yet

been issued.

A similar report was issued for the 1970 census

(see ASI Relrospcciivc Edition and lsl-3rd An-

nual ^UiH^lemenls under 2557-1).

2555-2.'2: Part B. Chapter 4. Census Pro-

motipn Proflram. Chapter 5. Field Enumera-

tion

[Dec. 1986. 16+103 p. PHC80-R2-B. Price

not given. ASI/MF/4]

Contents:

Chapter 4. Includes narrative discussion of

census promotion program objectives and

activities; supporting organizations and

program participation; facsimile adver-

tisements and other promotional materi-

als; and program evaluation, (p. 4.1-4.16)

Chapter 5. Includes narrative discussion of

census field operations, organization

structure, logistics, personnel and train-

ing, and mailing and interviewing proce-

dures; lists of district offices and public-

and field-use forms; facsimile reporting

forms; stafTmg calendars; and 6 methodo-

^-..^^logical tables, (p. 5.1-5.103)

2555-2.3: Part C. Chapter 7. Sampling and

race. (p. 17)

TRENDS

7. [Number of children by] after-school child

care arrangements [caretaker] for children

5- 1 J years old [and] labor force status of moth-

er Oct 1974 and [Dec.] 1984. (p. 17)

[Dec. 1986. 9-t-75 p. PHC80-R2-C. Price not

[\ given. ASl/MF/3]

^ \ Contents;

Chapter 7. Includes narrative discussion of

sample dcsi|;n and features, estimation

procedures, and sampling variability and

errors; and list of references, (p. 7.1-7.9)

Chapur 12. Includes narrative discussion of

each population and housing question-

naire item, its purpose and history, user

instructions, and computer editmg and

processing specifications; facsimile survey

forms; computer edit sequence; and lisu

of instructional and classification codes.

(p. 12.1-12.75)
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Eiustration 9

American Statistical Index. 1987 Ed. Washington, D.C., Congressional Information Services.

Child day care

AFDC eligibUity and payment errors, by

type and State, 2nd half FY84,

semiannual rpt, 4692-1

AFDC recipients demographic and financial

characteristics, by Slate, FY83, annual rpt,

4694-1

Employer-sponsored child day care, finances

and operations of Federal program by

agency, with data for selected private

firms, 1985. GAO rpt, 26119-104

Employment in selected high- and

low-growth occupations, by sex and race,

1980 and projected to 1990, 9248-19

Expenditures for child care by family

composition, and working women's child

care arrangements by type and payment

source, 1981-82, article, 1702-1.610

Food aid programs of USDA, costs and

participation by program, FY69-85, annual

rpt, 1364-9

Food aid programs of USDA, participants

and costs by program, region, and State,

monthly rpt, 1362-14

Food service estabUshments and sales, by

establishment type, 1977 and 1984, aimual

rpt, 1544-22.4

Handicapped children, by household

composition and other characteristics,

arrangement for care, and effects on

family. 1981, 4948-5.2

Health screening at child day care centers,

costs and accuracy of diagnoses, local area

study, 1986 article, 4042-3.614

Hepatitis cases by infection source, age, sex,

race, and State, and deaths, by strain,

1984 and trends from 1966. 4205-2

Income tax returns of individuals, by filing

status, tax item, and income level, 1985,

annual article. 8302-2.618

Income tax returns of individuals, detailed

data, 1983, annual rpt, 8304-2

Labor supply, demand, turnover, and

training by source, by detailed occupation,

1984 and projected to 1995, biermial rpt,

6744-3

Occupational Outlook Handbook. 1986-87.

see also Youth employment

Child support and alimony

AFDC eligibility and payment errors, by

type and State, 2nd half FY84,

semiannual rpt, 4692-1

AFDC Slate admin agencies performance

measures, caseloads, payments, and costs,

by Stale, FY83-84. annual rpt, 4694-2

Beneficiaries of noncash public and

employer-based transfer programs, by

income source and socioeconomic

characteristics, 1984, annual Current

Population Rpt, 2546-6.46

Child Support Enforcement Program

financial and operating data. FYS 1-85,

annual rpt, 4004-16

Collection of child support. States using

selected methods including wage

garnishment, various dates 1986, GAO
rpt, 26121-119
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Educating the

data user:
online information

retrieval

In a rapidly changing environment in which

cunent accurate information is a key element in

staying up-to-date and maintaining an edge in

an ever-more-competitive marketplace, access to

on-line databases and information services is

definitely worthwhile.

Baruch College Library has been offering access

to online information since 1981. Currently, we

subscribe to about twelve online services, which

provide access to bibliographic, textual, and

numeric databases. In the beginning the service

was available only through intermediaries (i.e.

trained expert searchers), but as demand has

increased, direct access by end users (i.e. those

who actually need the information, but who are,

in general, inexperienced searchers), has been

provided.

by Ida Lowe'

Baruch College, City University of New York

'Presented at the International Association for

Social Science Information Service and
Technologv (IASSIST) Conference held in

Washington, D.C., May 26-29, 1988

Obstacles to Accessing Online Databases

The major obstacle to accessing online databases

is that information online is costly. In general,

online services charge for every second of time

that one is connected, and retrieving information

can be a very expensive endeavor, even when

the search is performed by an expert, and more

so when performed by an end user. Some
services offer special academic rates. For

example, Dow Jones News/Retrieval charges

academic institutions a monthly fiat fee for

unlimited access to most of their databases.

This service offers comprehensive company and

industry information, as well as general business

information. In addition, major services such as

Dialog . BRS , and Orbit offer special training as

well as 'after hours' agreements which provide

access to most of their databases at gready

discounted rates. Baruch College Library has

taken advantage of all these special rates in

order to make online access available to end
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The second major obstacle is that getting the

information is not easy. The nature of the

majority of databases makes it difficult to

extract information from them. Most online

databases were originally created to be accessed

directly not by the end user of the information,

but by intermediaries working on his or her

behalf Those intermediaries were information

professionals, usually librarians, familiar with the

particular jargon and structure that apply to

information-searching in the library field. As a

result, the interface to most online databases

was structured for their needs.

Not surprisingly, a lot more work and a great

deal of confusion occurs when end users try to

get at such information on their own. For most

online databases, the situation comes down to

the end user needing to learn the information

professional's language and methods if he or

she wants direct access to information. Users

who want or need to conduct their own
searches for information have to invest some
time and efTort in learning how to use these

systems. In the process, they often have to deal

with almost as many information retrieval

formats as there are databases. Most online

services strongly recommend training for new
users. For example. Dialog already has a

two-day training session for beginners, and

half- to full-day sessions for special categories

of databases, such as business and economics.

However, for the end user who will need to use

the system only once in a while, this training

may be too much, and will generally be wasted

for lack of practice.

There is a movement among online services to

make at least some of their information more

accessible to users who are not information

professionals. Dialog Information already has

two services that provide simplified access: the

Business Connection allows users to easily access

detailed information on thousands of

corporations and businesses, and the Medical

Cormection provides menu-driven access to

information on clinical medicine and medical

research.

EasvNet. a service of Telebase Systems Inc. of

Narberth, Pa., attempts to overcome the

potential confusion inherent in trying to

interface with so many difTerent databases by

providing a single user interface that quizzes the

user in order to narrow down and define the

information he or she is seeking. EasvNet then

uses that information to determine which

databases it should access and how to conduct

the search. EasvNet serves as a central access

point to approximately 900 database and

information services. There are hidden

disadvantages of which users may not be aware,

including restrictions on the nimiber of

databases or type of information that can be

accessed.

Also, recent developments of more sophisticated,

user friendly interfaces are making end user

searching easier. Prosearch , from Personal

Bibliographic Software, allows the user to access

any database on Dialog or BRS without specific

knowledge about the databases or the systems.

By using a scheme of menus and submenus, the

information seeker can set up a search statement

and verify its correcmess before logging on to

the system. Prosearch provides descripuons of

each database structure. All the user has to do

is highlight the database fields and type the

necessary keywords. Prosearch uses this

information to construct the search statement

Users who want access to on-line information

must take the lime to learn the best way to get

at the information, or at least make sure they

have access to someone who can.

A final problem users may face is that, even if

they are able to easily access the type of

information they need, it may not be in a form

that is especially useful to them. The more

useful services make information available in a

form that can easily be incorporated into

dBASE III, Lotus 1-2-3 or similar formats.
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The development of databases on CD-ROM
will contribute substantially to the solution of all

three problems enumerated above, i.e. there are

no connect charges, the access software can be

simple and effective, and the user can have a

choice of formats of the information retrieved.

One database producer that has successfully

taken advamtage of this medium is Disclosure, a

database containing financial information on

public companies. The end user can search

Disclosure effectively without any knowledge of

Boolean logic, truncation, field delimiters, etc.,

and download the information into Lotus 1-2-3,

or ASCII for use with SPSSx or SAS.

Taking all these obstacles into consideration, a

plan to promote the use of information online

was developed at Baruch College.

The first factor to be considered was the

audience we wanted to reach:

* Undergraduate students, the majority of

whom are business majors,

* Graduate students, business and education

majors (we subdivide this group further into

masters degree candidates, doctoral

studems.and research assistants), and

* Faculty. Ai present online information

retrieval services are completely subsidized

by the College. Searches done by

professional librarians (intermediaries) are not

available to undergraduates.

In order to serve our patrons, we developed

several approaches:

1. At the undergraduate level, online

information retrieval is introduced in the

basic library course, which is a three-credit

course, part of the core curriculum for all

students at the College. A more advance

course on online information retrieval is

offered for juniors and seniors. The students

are introduced to basic concepts such as

Boolean logic, truncation, proximity operators,

field delimiters, and basic search strategy

preparation. The systems introduced are

Dow Jones News/Retrieval, a menu-driven

system, and Dialog , a command-driven

system. The goal of the course is to provide

the student with enough of the basic

concepts, so as to enable him or her to learn

a new system without too much trouble.

They learn that the basic concepts apply to

all systems, only the mechanics change. A
similar course is offered at the graduate level

in the Masters in Educational Technology

program. The command-driven system

introduced in the latter course is BRS,

because this is the prevalent system in

elementary and secondary schools.

Online information retrieval workshops are

offered to graduate students and faculty.

These workshops last four hours, and the

participants learn to search Dialog and BRS
using Prosearch . Anyone who has taken this

workshop is then allowed to do their own

searching in a special information lab. The

lab has five IBM XT's with 1200 baud

modems. Each computer has Prosearch set

up with the appropriate passwords, and keeps

track of all searches. A trained research

assistant supervises the lab and provides

basic assistance. If the searcher needs more

help, a professional librarian can be

consulted.

In addition to the general application

workshop described above, special

subject-oriented workshops are offered to

thesis students and research assistants. For

example, accounting and finance students can

take a workshop on accessing I. P. Sharp

(a service which contains over 40 million

time series of primarily economic and

financial data), learn to download time series

data to a diskette, and upload them to the

City University of New York central

computer for use with such statistical
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packages as SAS or SPSS.x.

4. Doctoral students are required to take a

research methods course in which they are

taught to use Prosearch for onhne

information retrieval, and are expected to use

it throughout the semester for all their

projects.

5. In order to promote the use of those systems

which are simple to use, and require no

special training, such as Dow Jones

News/Retrieval and databases on CD-ROM,
we hold biweekly demonstrations for anyone

interested. The emphasis in the workshops

and demonstrations is on 'hands on'

experience. We make sure ALL participants

carry out a search.

6. Finally, we distribute to all faculty-

promotional literature on new products that

we acquire or to which we subscribe.

Baruch College has been ofTering these

programs for several years. The form and

content have changed to keep up with new

developments, but the purpose remains the

same, i.e. to make ever.' member of the Baruch

College community "online information literate."

I feel quite confident that we have been

successful .n
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End user
searching and

data:
the Graduate

Business Resource
Center experience

by Rona Ostrow'

Deputy Director

Graduate Business Resource Center

Baruch College

City University of New York

Introduction

The Graduate Business Resource Center of

Baruch College, C.U.N.Y. is a technology based

facility located in close proximity to the School

of Business but physically separated from the

library. It is an attempt to serve a population

of approximately 3000 graduate students and

faculty in the School of Business and Public

Administration without having an actual

graduate level business library. Since there are

so many of them, and so few of us, we have

emphasized enduser applications wherever

possible. Moreover, we feel that part of our

mission is to prepare the graduate students for

'Presented at the International Association for

Social Science Information Service and
Technology (IASSIST) Conference held in

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. on May 26-29, 1988

the "real" world of business they'll discover

upon graduation. We aim, therefore, to make

available to them those data sources which they

are likely to encoimter within the business

community or to which they can request access

once employed by a firm.

Our goals are to use access points that are as

user friendly as possible and to teach the

students where and how to obtain the data. We
do not attempt to analyze the data, but do

make available such software programs as Lotus

1-2-3 to help them analyze it on their own.

Of course, many of our constituents, particularly

faculty members, have complex data needs

beyond those of the average student/enduser.

These needs are referred to otir Data Resources

Service, headed by Professor Siman and our

Computerized Information Services, headed by

Professor Lowe. Since both of my colleagues

have already addressed to you, I'd like to

concentrate on those areas of our service which

do indeed focus on enduser and user-friendly

services and which meet the needs of the

average data user at this level.

Many of our constituents need data that is

readily available to them once they know it

exists. For example, our students often request

such data as demographics, market share,

market segmentation figures, advertising reach,

financials, and usage of materials in production.

Our role in the GBRC is to publicize the

available data, emphasize new user-friendly

methods of access, and teach the endusers how
to meet their own data requirements.

Spreading the Word

Publicizmg the available sotirces is a major

function of our Center. The GBRC publishes

NewsAlerts several times each semester to alert

both students and faculty to new data sources.
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programs, demonstralions, and services. (See

figures #1 and #2). By bringing new datafiles

and services to the attention of our constituency,

we are trying, in essence, to "create a market"

of potential users. Typically, our users may not

even be aware that such data exists and, if they

are, may not realize how they can use it in

their research. Some NewsAlerts focus on new

datasets available through the Data Resoiuces

Service while others aimounce workshops and

demonstrations of data available through

commercial vendors via online information

retrieval.

Teaching

This, in turn, brings us to the second major

function of our program. Once we have

interested our researchers in the available data,

we then proceed to introduce them to iL We
let them try it out for themselves so that they

will learn how to access data without the

intervention of an intermedian . Since enduser

searching is becoming increasingly the norm in

the business community, we want our students

to feel confident that they can access the

information the\ need long after they've

completed their degrees. In addition to the

more or less formal training obtained through

our seminars, we also offer point-of-use

assistance through Access Guides (brochures we

prepare to guide endusers) and one-on-one help

in the person of trained professional

consultations to assist each researcher in the

selection of the most appropriate data sources

available both at Baruch and elsewhere.

Availability

Fiiully, to ftilfill the third part of our perceived

mission, we bring the data to them in as

user-friendly a format as possible. This has,

imtil recently, meant that we provide the

students with after-training access to the Dow
Jones News/Retrieval Service (which is available

to us on a prepaid monthly basis as an

educational institution) and Prosearch (which

provides user-friendly access to both the Dialog

and BRS information services). For budgetary

reasons, the latter must be monitored closely

and hmiled to research for theses, dissertations,

and articles for publication. More recently, the

advent of CD Rom technology has allowed us

to make several of these same data sources

available to a much larger audience since they,

too, are prepaid. Although our facility is still

small we are able, through CD Roms, to make
the Disclosure database (including Spectrum

Ownership) and Standard and Poor's

Corporations available to our students and

faculty along with such bibliographic databases

in CD Rom format as PsvcLit ABl/INFORM.
and ERIC.

Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service

One of the most pressing needs for data we

have at the GBRC is for company financial

information. Our students are constantly on the

lookout for income statements, balance sheets,

key ratios and the like. One of the easiest

ways to make this data available to them is

through the Dow Jones News Retrieval Ser,'ice .

We have ananged to prepay for the service and

have configured our PCs to automatically dial

up, connect, and enter a password through

Smartcom. Through Dow Jones News , our

students have access to Disclosure (including

extracts from over 10,000 publicly held
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company's 10-K repon and other SEC filings

see figure #4), Media General (detailed

corporate financial information on approximately

4,300 companies and 170 industries). Standard

and Poor's (which provides brief profiles of

over 4,500 companies including earnings,

dividend and market for the current and past

four years). Historical Quotes (including daily

volimie, high, low and close for stock quotes

and composites). Historical Averages , and

Current Quotes, among others. Our students

make particularly good use of Dow Jones News'

"Quicksearch" feature. By simply entering

"//quick" and a company's ticker symbol, they

can immediately key into a wealth of financial

information drawing from multiple Dow Jones

News/Retrieval files (see figure #5). Data

includes current quotes, latest news stories, a

financial and market overview, earnings

estimates, company profiles, and investment

research reports, (see figtire #6). The students

may print their Dow Jones News/Retrieval

results and/or save the information to a diskette

for future use.

Prosearch

Among the business, economic and demographic

databases most in demand at the GBRC are the

PTS family of databases (Forecasts. Times

Series , and Annual Reports Abstracts as well as

the bibliographic database PROMT - excellent

for market share information, and MARS -

useful for targeting advertising audiences). In

addition, students and faculty make great use of

Donnelly Demographics and Cendata for

additional demographic information (see figure

#7).

In order to use Prosearch . the researcher merely

highlights the desired category and subject by

using the up and down keys and the return key.

By the way, all of this is done while offiine, so

no charges are accumulating for typing time.

Once the researcher has selected a subject, he

or she selects a database from the "catalog

cards" screen (see figure #8) and enters the

search request on a grid designed to enter fields

with the mere touch of a key. The researcher

uses Boolean connectors in the usual way and.

when the request is complete, cormects

automatically to Dialog or BRS by simply

hitting the F5 key. Although we often send our

students to the Library to use the PTS print

sources, their ability to use Boolean logic easily

through Prosearch greatly enhances their

chances of finding the exact statistical or

demographic table they need.

Ehalog and BRS databases are also available at

the GBRC. To make searching available for

our endusers, we provide Prosearch software.

The software is very user-friendly. We do,

however, require both students and faculty to

attend a short training seminar before beginning

to use it. We also provide some back-up

support in the form of trained graduate student

assistants who also monitor usage (this costs

money per connect hour, per record downloaded

or printed, etc.). Within a very short period of

time most graduate students (and even most

faculty) become proficient at accessing the

databases with minimal assistance.

Graphic Presentations

We have also begun to make software available

for OUT students to analyse and present the data

they've found. Although we do not teach the

use of Lotus 1-2-3 and other statistical

packages, we do have a copy available for

knowledgeable students to use. We also provide

access to a plotter, laser printers, and a scanner

which our students use to create graphic

represnetations of their findings (see figure #9).
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CD Roms

Al present, the GBRC provides access to both

Standard and Poor's Corporations and Disclosure

in addition to bibliographic databases in CD
Rom formaL Once again, having this prepaid

data allows us to make it available to a much
wider audience. Instead of being limited to

online searching for thesis, dissertation, or

publication purposes, all our constituents may
access this tjusiness and financial data at any

time. We hope in the near future to enhance

our capabilities through the acquisition of a new
CD Rom product, Lotus One Source which

contains both the data our students need and

Lotus 1-2-3 on a single laser disk. Another

anticipated acquisition is Batelle's America 2000

software package which will enable the students

to make economic projections based on

extensive data included in the package.

In sum, there is quite a bit of data in the fields

of business and economics which can be made
available to the novice user who does not

require raw data or anything very sophisticated

in the way of data manipulation. The way to

get this data to the user is threefold: publicity,

teaching, and availability. Through our

publications, training sessions, and consultations,

we at the Graduate Business Resource Center

try to give our students access to the data they

need and, more importantly, the skills to

continue to meet their own requirements for

information.n

Summer 1988
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Illustration 1

BARUCH
cor.LF.Gn
LIBRARY

G
R
B
C

GRADUATE
BUSINRSS
RESOURCE
C E N T E i?

News
Alert

October 13, 1988

Telephone: 725-7114

Editor; Roha Oitrow

GBRC Announces Fall Programs, Services and Hours

Welcome 10 the (alM988 lomeilefl Tlie Graduale Business Resource Center
plans a leiles of woik shops <iiU new services designee! to meet specific research
needs

Workshops

Online Inforniation for Endusers

Learn to access Dialog dalabd^es online
without the assistance ol a prolessional
liitermeJlar/ Participants receive
training, hands-on operlence, and
BCivsi to Qnllije Inlomiallon, Pioleisor
Id* Lowe will conduct all seminars In

BooiT) 1 JJ4, 3^0 Parlt Avenue South,
yv^rkshopsjre o^eiLlo al l Baruch
f^curfvaii^QfaduaiesTu^enis,

Dates andTlmci

Friday, October 21, 1968
10:U0a.m- 12:00p m
Friday, November 4, 1988
10:C(Ja.m.- Ij'iOQp m.

Thursday. Decembers, J988
3:U0pm.- 5:00 p.m.

To replster, please complete the
attached application and mail to:

Professor tela Lowe, GBDC, Box 2G2.
or phono 725-7) 14.

Fall Hours

Monday-Thursday 9 30 a.m. • 9:U0 p in

Friday 9:30 a in • <1:00 p >ii.

Saturday 2:00 p in. • G;UU p in

The GBftC is not open when llie College
Is closed On days when there are no
cIassl-s, but the ColletjB is open, the
GlUtC will close fit <1:UU p.m. The
L!!/P'i'iiI'iJiJJ.abyviliijgl^t_5(e5ejL!, bg
QlK'ii On Salurdjys.

CD ROM Demonstrations

The newest Innovation in information
technology Is the database In cornpact
optical disk format (CD ROMs). Now,
without professional assistance, any
lesearcher may access both biblio-

yraphlc and infcrmational databases
Iraa ol charge.

Currently available CD flOfVl databases
at the GQRC Include Conipacf
Discloiute. Piycin. ABIINfORM. IRIC.
and Standardi Poor'i Corpo'iatlons.

Professor Ida Lowe will demonstrate
how CD ftoms can benefit research in a
series of progran^s to be giverS at the
GBnC, Room 1224, 360 Park Avenua
South. The procl^a^^s are op^ n to all

Baruch figilTv and graduate tTuJeiUt.

OaieisnJ Tfinei

Gsneritl Introduction to CD ftOM
Daiabatet
Thursday, October 20, 1988
12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m.

Dinlness liiforniation on CD ROM:
ABI-lnforn\ andPiycLit
Thursday, Novembers, 1988
12:30 p.m.- l:3sV m.

Social Sciences Information on CD ROM:
Eric and PiycLIT
Thursday, November 17, 1988
12:30p.m.- 1:30 p m.

Coiporale DIreclories on CD HO\f:
Disclosui» and Standard & Poor's
Thursday, December 1, 1988
12.30p.m.- l;30p.m. (ove,)

Summer 1988
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Illustration 2

BARUCH
COriEGR
LIBRARY

G
R
B
C

GRADUAL
BUSINESS
RESOURCE
CENTER

News
Alert March 26. 1986

Telephone: 725-3301
Editors: T. Atkins

R. Ostrow

1985 GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEYS

The 198S Central Socl|il Survcyi (CSS) are
hare. Produced by the Universicy of
Chlcago'i National Opinjon Research Center
(NORC), the Ccnoral Social Surveys provide
a cross-sectional sample oT the United Slates

adult population. The' data has been col-

lected almost every yeai" since 1972 (no sur-

vey was done in 1979 or 1981).

The surveys are based on a 300 question In-

terview which idoniiries respondents' at-
titudes and opinions oij such issues as ilia

family, social mobility, social coutrol, race

rclalloni, sexual mores, and nallaaal morale.

This high quality data (s used for research

and instruction In tnahy fields including

sociology, markeling, psychology, and con-
sumer behavior. In |l982 the National
Opinion Research Center oversampled the

black population, thus providing an excel-

lent dnia set for studying this minority
group.

This data set Is now available in machine-

readable formal on computer tape at the

CUNY/UCC. It is a cuitiulative data file,

with each annual turv|e/ contained in a

separate subfile. Merging all 12 yearly files

greatly simplifies the use of the General So-

cial Surveys for trend analysis of specific

questions. Subsets of the data may be

created for research or instructional
purposes. The subsets may be used on the

mainframe, either on tape or on disk, or

duwnIoadi;d for use with microcomputers.
Special data modules may be prepared for

liudeni exercises and classroom work using

these files.

In order tQ access the data, you will need the

following Information I'or Tap* CDA 11$;

File I Is the raw dalafile; file 2 Is i (ct of

SPSS control cards; file 3 contains the SPSS

contiol cards for the first half of the data;

file A is the SPSS coMrol cards for the

second half of the data; and file S Is a file

of SPSSX control cards f^ir the data.

CONTENTS OF TAPE VOLUME - C0AII5

//FILE
NUMBER DSNAME RECFM LRECL

BLOCK EST.

BLKSIEE COUNT FEET

1 ICPSftOSS«'<33.A FB 10 32000 M 317.1

2 ICPSR C$S!433 B F8 10 ]i:o

J. ICfSR.GSSJOS.C FB 10 3i;o

4. 1CP5R.0SSJO5.0 FB SO 3120

). ICPSR.GS2I.I15 E FB 10 SI20

Summer 1988
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niustration 3
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Illustration 4

Figure H: Disclosvire I^atabase <St:e<r:nir. Cvnershi::)

D1SCLCSUB.Z IKTSHNATIOKXI. BOSIKZSS VACHINES CORP
IKSTITUTIONXL 1 OWNE^^S

•RMTR

1
2
3

A

5
6

7
a

9
10
11
12
.13.

14
IS
16
17

KAKE

WELLS FXRGO BXNK N.X.
MORGAN J P i CO INC
BANKERS TRUST N Y CORP
COLLEGE RETXRE EQUITIES
BERNSTEIN SANEORD C t CO
MELLON BANK CORPORATION
MICHIGAN STATE TREAStTRER
NEW YORK ST CCKHON RET.
WELLINGTON/THORNDIKE
CTIASE MANHATTAN CORP
CAPITAL GUARDIAN TRUST
CAPITAL RESEARCH k MGMT
JKT.TiTANCE-CAPITAL. HGMT
STATE STREET BOSTON COR?
PNC FINANCIAL CORP
CALIF PUBLIC EMPL RETIRK
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TR

SHARES LATEST QTR FILING
HELD CHANGE DATE

9, 5*3,720 -1,205,630 06/30/37
s, 533,000 -271,000 06/30/87
7, 990,373 -253,664 06/30/87
7,,785,100 -124,600 06/3 0/87
5,,773,247 69,055 06/30/87
5,,675,094 -169,164 06/30/8"
5,,496,029 557,000 06/30/87
S,,175,000 -111,000 06/30/8":
,564,513 -709,384 06/30/8:
,311,346 -10,225 06/30/8';

4 ,068,000 -39,200 03/31/8:
,447,700 30,000 06/30/a:
,321,999 -879,_661 06/30/8:
,295,125 62,003 03/31/8-.

,135,723 -293,795 C6/30/8".

,099,100 -26,500 03/3 1/8-.

,032,505 -177,552 06/30/8-

Summer 1988
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Illustration 5

'igure iS: "Quicksearch." start-up screen.

OUICKSEARCH

COPYRIGHT (C) 1987
DOW JOHES & COMPAi^Y, INC.

An autonated method ^for accessing
quotes^ company news, financial data and
profile information from eight
News/Retrieval services

Press To
1 Search by company stock syTubol
2 Access a QuickSearch help menu

Or enter as much of the company name as
you're sure of and press return

ibm
*END*

PRESS FOR
1 IBM CREDIT CORP.

OR ENTER ANOTHER NAME OR /T FOR TOP

Summer J 988
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Illustration 6

Figure 16) Part of a Dow Jonea News/Ketrieval Qulcksearch.

DOH J01IE3 QUICK3E/\nCII

IDM CREDIT COnP.

PiiEsa FOR

J'/A

1 CURREIIX QUOTES - H/A
a lA'VEST HEWS OH D.IAD - W/A
3 riHAHCIAL AHD HARKKt OVEUVIi
4 KMiiirnca estimates f n/a
5 COHPAHY V3 IIIDUSTRY PEHfORMAIICI - \l/\

6 INCOME STATEHEIIT3, |lAL 6IIEETS •

7 COHPAHY PnOriLB
6 IH31l)ER TIIADIIIC; SUHHARY - H/A
» I1IVE3THEHT REaEAilCll REPORTS - H/A

TYPE Pllltrr FOLU)HEI) BY iTEH llOHDEHa, BKPARATBD BY COMMAJ, TO PRJHT
fltLECTEO BECriOHfl OK u'llt; HEPOUJ.' AT K^GUIAU U3AQB RATU .

'

cxAMPLBi pniirr i,i,»

PRESS BEl-URU fOn IHSTI\UCTIO»IS AHD PRICIHC IHTORMATIOH.
nil

DISCLOSURE

YEAR
I»B6
X969
1984
l«t1

•S-YR GROWTH RATI

rive YEAR SUMMARY
SALES

6^0, 147,000
5^4, 176,000
396,439,000
1^3, 639,000
l|.l,017,000

(I) XlO.t

DISCLOSURC
IHCOH

QUARTERLY REPORT fOfll
Hrr SALES
COST OK GOODS
0U033 PROKIT
R&D EXPENDITURES
BELL GEN t AtJHIII EXP
INC BEr DEP k AHORT
DEPRECIATION t AMOUT
NON-OPERATINO INC
IKTCREST EXPENSE
INCOHB BEFORE TAX
PROV FOR INC TAXES
MINORITY INT INCOME
INVEST GAINS/LOSSES
OTHER INCOHB
NET IHC BRf EX ITEMS
EX ITEMS ( DISC OPS
NET INCOME
OUTeTANOINd SHARES

164
110
S4

30
}}

K 6TATIMBNT
03/31/87
,993,000
,689,000
,303,000

WA
,813,000
,490,000

HA
HA
HA

,490,000
,614, OOO

HA
llA

HA
,876,000

'

'l"
, 876,000

NET INCOHB
lis, 118,000
103,033,000
63,691,000
41,670,000
31,374,000

69.4

XBH CREDIT CORP

EPS
.41
.46
.4)
.40
.39
0.4

IBM CREDIT CORP

Summer 1988
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Illustration 7

FILE 575 DONNELLEY DEMOGRAPHICS

DIALOG FILE 575

SAMPLE RECORD

ST. LOUIS CITK MO

la t ion AA — 453,085 440 198

/ ^^^
Total Popu -^-2.7%—J .0%

423,019
Total Hous "holds All — 178,048 177 796 172, 327

Household Population AC — 443,305 430 418—, -2.8% 41 t, 239

Average Ho jsehold Si2 e At -2.5 2.4 -V\-2.6% 2.4

Average Ho jsehold Inc Af —$11,712

1980 C

$14 860^^r-^ S 1 9 , : 7 9

\
1964 1989

Number percent Estimate P ojection

TOTAL POPULATION BY AGE 453,085 100.0% 440,198 423,019
• - 5 Bt>-—38,447 8.5»—-IIL = 6.6%-

—

-CB 8.8%
6-13 BC . -49,814 11.0%^--BM- 10.7%-

—

-CC 10.9%
14 - 17 BD =— 30,175 6.7»-^-BIJ- 5.7%—-CD 5.3%
18 - 2« BE = —61,143 13.51—-BP= 12.0%-

—

-CE 10. 3%

25 - H BF =— 64,774 14. 3«-—-B0= 16.8%-

—

-CF 17. 3%

35 - 44 BC =— 37,347 8.2«-^-BR = 9.6%-

—

-CC 12.5%
45 - 54 BH =-42,939 9.5«-^-B5= 8.4%-

—

-CH 7.9%
55 - 64 BJ — 46,526 10.7«—

-

-BT = 10. 1%-

—

-CJ= 9.0%
65 + BK = -79,920

--*249,293

17. 6i—
100. OS

-BU= 18.1%-

241,490-"

-CK 18.1%

FEMALE POPULATION BY AGE 230,645
0-5 19,065 7.6» 7.6% 7.8%
6-13 24,568 9.94 9.7% 9.9%

14 - 17 15,078 6.01 5.2% 4.9%
18 - 24 32, 362 13. Ot 11.2% 9.4%
25 - 34 33,704 13.5% 16.0% 16.5%
35 - 44 20,385 6.2% 9.4% 12.0%
45 - 54 24,043 9.6% 8.5% 8.0%
55 - 64 $8,068 11 . 3% 10.6% 9.5%
65 »

E
.

52,020

—^203,792

20.9%

100.0%

21.7%

196,706
.

22.0%

MALE POPULATION BY AG "TTTriTi^0-5 19,382 9.5% 9.7% 9.8%
6-13 25,246 12.4% 12.0% 12.2%

14 - 17 15,097 7.4% 6.4% 5.9%
18 - 24 28,781 14.1% 13.1% 11 .3%

25 - 34 31,070 15.2% 17.7% 18.2%
35 - 44 16,962 8.3% 9.6% 13.0%
45 - 54 18,896 9. 3% 6.3% 7.8%
55 - 64 20,458 10.0% 9.4% 8,3%
65 * 27,900 13.7% 13.7% 13.4%

Median Age Total Popu lat on 31.6 32.4 33.5
Median Age Adult Popu lat on 45.9 44.0 42.9

TOTAL POPULATION 453,085 100.0% 440,196 423,019
White DA.—— 242,576 53.5% -Di:. 52.2%- DJ= 49.7%
Black DL . —— 206,386 45.6%—-[* = 46.8%- DK- 49. 2»
Othet DC= — -4,123 .9%-

—

-DC 1.0%-

—

DL = 1.1%

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
S - S 7,499 1 A = 59 999 31 6%- t J: 26 4%- E5 = 19.

S 7,500 -
S 9,999 CB = -18 776 10 5%- FK. 8 6%— ET = 6.

$10,000 - 514,999 tC = -30 501 17 1%- tL. 15 4%- EU= 12.
$15,000 - $24,999 tD= -40 516 22 7%- tM = 26 6% EV = 27.
$25,000 - $34,999 tL= -18 080 10 1%- 1 M- 14 4%- EW= 20.

535,000 - $49,999 f F= -7 382 4 1%- K' = 6 0%- EX = 10.

$50,000 -

S75.000 1

574,999 rC = -2

I H=
316
873

1

5«^ 1 li:

1 9%- EY =

7%- LZ =

1.

1 .
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Illustration 8

figure *8: Prosearch selection screens.

The Database Selection Screen

After you select the high-levd interface, the Dacabasc Selection screen

appears:

Cat*<7ari««

|>6usinasa
CAqin««rlng 4 Sei

Sub'^scrs

Acqulaltions/X«rf
Adv«rxl«lnq

XsaoclacXona

Accounting: KAJtVAAO BUSIMtSS REVTSW

Accounting: KXSVXilO BOSINESS aXVIEW

AceouACiag: AlI/IxrORN IS

L

Accounting: Aai/UfFowt ntro
abatracts

Covara all ptiaaaa oC bualnaaa and >anaga»«nt.
SCraaaaa ganaral InforBatlon appllcaela to many
bualnaaaaa and Lndustrlaa. Including eoapany caaa
hlatorlaa, coapatltlva intalllqanca, naw product
davalopaant, and daelalon aaking. Covara ov«r
too primary pu&llcatlona. 1971- : Monthly updacaa.
229.000 racorda.

SI.lT/mlnuta $.20/oefllna print S.30/onXina display

Summer 1988
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Illustration 9
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Reviews reviews Reviews

Reviews by Daniel Tsang,

University of California, Irvine.

Directory of Statistical Microcomputer Software. Wayne A. Woodward, Alan C. Elliot, Henry L.

Gray. New York and Basel: Marcel Dekker, 1988.

The second edition of this statistical software directory, some two to three years after the first, is a

massive 744-page book. Based on questionnaires to vendors, over 200 statistical software packages

are analyzed. Entries contain hardware/software requirements, ordering/price information, available

docimientation and phone support, statistical feattu^es supported, graphic output, product history, and

occasionally, a listing published reviews. For SPSS-PC+, there is a citation to a review in the

August, 1986 issue of "American Statistician", but no review is listed for SAS. A useful feature is an

appendix listing program capabilities for each program. Also useful is the name of a contact person

at each vendor, although inevitably, that information will become dated readily. Rather surprising is

the information given for the number of cunent users for the software package — from unknown to

a dozen to thousands. A good source for the harder to find statistical package.

Cartographic and Remote-Sensing Digital Databases in the United Kingdom. Sarah Finch and David

Rhind. Boston Spa. Wetherby, West Yorkshire: British Library, 1987.

This catalog of MRDF in cartography is pan 6 in the British Library Information Guide series. The
subjects covered span not only oceanography or cartography, but also administrative and political

divisions of Great Britain. Each entry describes the data file and lists the soiu-ce. It may also list

availability of hard copy output Also sometimes given is compatability with particular statistical

packages, such as SAS. In total 257 datasets are identified.

Of special interest is a short essay on "data archives and libraries," arguing that "if use of digital

data and their transfer over telecommunications links become commonplace, then efficient storage of

the digital records becomes essential."

It notes that back in 1984, the British House of Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology

produced a report on remote sensing and digital mapping. Among its 46 recommendations was one

calling on the British Librar. to preserve a retrospective archive of UK digital maps and remote

sensing images. Subsequently, the British government decided the British Library should be an

appropriate place for such an archive, and this book is a preliminary first step to survey the field.
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The essay concludes with a caution to be aware of "major difficulties" facing a library intent on

archiving digital images: cost of acquisition, including the cost of obtaining adequate descriptions; the

need for skilled stafT, and the need to acquire hardware and software to store, retrieve and plot the

data. A complete large-scale topographic map coverage of all of Britain would produce an estimated

16 gigabytes of data.

The book is a outcome of a project, begun in late 1984 and finished shortly thereafter in March,

1985, to compile an inventory of MRDF on cartography. Project director was David Rhind, a

Professor of Geography at Birkbeck College, University of London; the research was done by Sara

Finch. The MRDF identified in the book are not, however, archived at the British Library.

In the US and Canada, the book is distributed by Longwood Publishing Group Inc., 27 S. Main Sl,

Wolfeboro NH 03894-2069.
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UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA

1989 SUMMER INSTITUTE

Quantitative Analysis of Social Data

June 19 -30, 1989

Sponsors: University Computing Systems & Population Research Laboratory

From June 19th to the 30th, the Summer Institute will be offered for the ninth consecutive year.

This unique program blends instruction in data analysis with hands-on computing experience.

Each day is divided into computing and statistical components, with instruction in statistics

provided at two levels.

PLENARY SESSIONS

Data Analysis Forum

/ issues in data collection

/ issues in data analysis

/ data interpretation

• data presentation strategies

Bill Avison

Western Ontario

Computing Workshops

/ data preparation issues

/ data cleaning workshop

/ statistical package strategies

/ SPSSx or SAS workshop

Chuck Humphrey & ]anet McDonald

University of Alberta

STATISTICS LEVELS

Level I - Basic Statistics

/ descriptive statistics

/ statistical inference

/ regression analysis

/ computing lab

Rhonda Cockerill

University of Toronto

Level II - Regression Applications

/ building & testing linear models

/ interpreting regression diagnostics

/ logit regression

/ computing lab

Bob Arnold

Queen's University

The fee for the Summer Institute is $650 per person, which includes tuition, course materials

and computing time. There are special rates and bursary opportunities for full-time students.

For further information, contact llze Hobin, Population Research Laboratory, University of Al-

berta, phone (403) 432-4659 or e-mail: USERINS7@UALTAMTS.
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OSIRIS - IV

Data Management and Statistical Software

PRESS RELEASE

NEW VM/CMS VERSION OF OSIRIS IV

OSIRIS IV is a data management and statistical analysis software used for the

management and analysis of customer and marketing databases, the

development of credit scoring methods and for sales analysis and predictions.

OSIRIS IV is now available to run under the VM/CMS operating system on
IBM and IBM compatible mini and mainframe computers and requires 256K
of memory and 10MB of disk space. OSIRIS is also available for most other

IBM operating systems.

An annual OSIRIS/CMS mainframe license costs $4,500 ($2,700 subsequent

years) including free telephone support. Tliere is also a basic PC version for

$200. Educational discounts are available. For further information contact

OSIRIS, The University of Michigan, Institute for Social Research, 426

Thompson, Ann Arbor, MI 48106, 313-764-4417.

Summer 1988
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i IFDO / lASSIST 1989 in Jerusalem.
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SPONSORED BY:

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

PROGRAM COMMITTEE:

Yocl Hailovsky, Chairman
Hebrew University

Paul de Guchieneire

Steinmctz Archive, Amsterdam

Laura Guy
University of Wisconsin — Madison

Cheryl Hanley, Roper Center

Craig McKie, Statistics Canada

Michal Peleg, Hebrew University

Judith Rowe, Princeton University

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:

Michal Peleg, Program Coordinator

Hebrew University

Eli Hoffman, COST! Israel

Shoshana Langermann
Henrietta Szold Institute

o CO

O) O Benjamin Lasman
u
n ^

Central Bureau of Statistics

u
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CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT:

Nancy Hafuta, International Arrangements

Sara Sher, Local Arrangements
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Dear Colleague,

H'f are looking furwurd lo nifcling you al

the inieniatioiial conjerence on social science

Jala issues. This meetiii}; is a joint endeavor oj

IFDO and IA SSISTheld everyfourth year in a

different country. This time it will he hosted by

the Social Scietices Data Archive at the Hebrew

University of Jerusalem. The conference will

provide a unique opportunity for researchers

and practitioners from Israel and other parts of

the world to exchange ideas. disct4ss common
problems and thus promote international co-

operation in research, including data collection,

processing, access and use.

The meeting is open to data archivists, data

librarians, academic andgovernment researchers,

traditional archivists, teachers and advanced

students from the social sciences and the broad

specturm of related disciplines. Data producers

from national statistical agencies are more than

invited to share information and discuess prob-

lems with users and their representatives. Other

people whose work relates to data collection,

processing and dissemination, are welcome.

The conference will take place in Jerusalem,

a city with a history that goes back thmisands of

years, occupying a unique role in the evolution

of civilization The blending of ancient and

modern, ofdijferent communities, ofarchitectu-

ral styles and antiquities makes the visit to Jer-

usalem a memorable and unique experience.

We are looking forward lo welcoming you

m Jerusalem m May t9!i9.

The Organizing Committees

The program will include invited leclure;. as

well as contributed presentations. In addition,

small group workshops will concentrate on spe-

cial topics while some sessions will provide the

opportunity to demonstrate computerized sys-

tems. Participants are invited to report on their

recent projects and to discuss potential new di-

rections and applications. Papers concerning any

of the following topics are solicited. However,

other papers and special sessions on related sub-

jects wdl be considered.

Research Issues

— Value of Social Sciences Data for the Public

and Commercial Sectors

— The Role of National Statistical Agencies

in Providing Social Science Data

— Social Trends Issues

— Cross National Surveys

— Post-Censal Surveys

— Quantitative Historical Research

Technologies

— The Impact of New Technologies on the

Usage ol Data

— Statistical Mapping

CD-ROM Data Products

Computer Networks for Communication

and Service

Policies/ Techniques for Long lerm Storage

Data Management

Criteria lor Selecting Data for Preservation

Indexing Data Archive Holdings

Legal Issues in Data Preseiv.iluin and

Dissemination

Traditional Archiving Issues

Special Textual Databanks
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Ab-ilracls(Kiit;lisli only) should besubiiiiUed by

November 2U, 1988. Please send them by airniull,

E-MAII. or I'AX Co any of the following

addresses:

Judith S. Rowe
Computer Center, Princeton University

87 I'rospect Street

Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Tel. 609/452-6052

BITNET: JUD1TH@PUCC

Paul de Guciiteneire

c/o Steinmet^ Archives

Herengracht 410-412

NL 1017 BX AMSi'ERDAM
Tel. (20)22506!

BITNET: U00002(a)HASARA5

Miclial Peleg

Social Sciences Data Archive

The Hebrew University, Mount Scopus

Jerusalem 91905, Israel

lei. (972)2-883007

FAX. (972)2-826249

BITNET: MAGAR 1 ACoiHBUNOS

The program commiltec response will be send by

February 1, 1989.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Language
The conference will be conducted in English.

Location
The Hebrew University, Mount Scoupus
Campus, Maiersdorf House, Jerusalem, Israel.

Transportation
Overseas participants can arrive on any llighl

to Tel-Aviv Airport, located on the highway to

Jerusalem TWA, PAN-AM, EL-AL and
nearly all European national carriers have
regular llights to Ben-Gurion (Tel-Aviv)

Airport. Take a taxi directly to the conference
site or to your hotel. Shared taxi fares are

regulated by the Ministry of Transportation,
including the ride to the hotel. HERTZ, AVIS
and BUDGET agencies at the Airport provide
rented cars as well.

Accommodation
Hotel space has been reserved at the

conference venue — Maiersdorf Faculty House
and at the luxury Hyatt Hotel, in the close

vicinity of the campus. All at special reduced

rates (30-80$ per room). More rooms will be

available at a 3 star hotel at about $60.

Climate
In May, the weather in Jerusalem is generally

sunny, dry and pleasant Temperatures are

about 26°C during the day and drop to around
I7°C in the evening.

Social Events
A half-day excursion, 2 receptions and a folk

dance evening. The Israel Festival will be

opened in Jerusalem by Mid-May, offering a

diversified collection of music, theatre and
dance performances. Early order of tickets will

be made by the conference secretariat.

Please send further questions as well as the

attached torm to:

Nancy Haluta
Social Sciences Data Archive

The Hebrew University, Mount Scopus
Jerusalem 91905, Israel

F-MAIL: KGUNH(aHUJIVMI. BITNET
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IFDO/IASSIST89
Jerusalem, May 15-18 1989

Name

Title

Organization

Address

E-Mail Address

D I wisti to be kept on the mailing list

D I intend to attend the

conference

D I intend to submit a paper/

organize a workshop on the topic:

X

Summer 1988



lASSIST

Membership
form

The International Association for

Social Science Information Services

and Technology (lASSIST) is an

international association of

individuals who are engaged in the

acquistion, processing, maintenance,

and distribution of machine readable

text and /or numeric social science

data. The membership includes

information system specialists, data

base librarians or administrators,

archivists, researchers, programmers,

and managers. Their range of interests

encompases hard copy as well as

machine readable data.

Paid-up members enjoy voting rights

and receive the lASSIST
QUARTERLY. They also benefit

from reduced fees for attendance

at regional and international

conferences sponsored by

lASSIST.

Membership fees are:

Regular Membership. $20.00 per

calendar year.

Student Membership: $10.00 per

calendar year.

Institutional subcriptions to the

quarterly are available, but do not

confer voting rights or other

membership benefits.

Institutional Subcription: $35.00

per calendar year (includes one

volume of the Quarterly)

. I would like to become a member
of lASSIST. Please see my choice
below:

$20 Regular Membership
$10 Student Membership
$35 Institutional

Membership
My primary Interests are:

Archive Services/Admini-

stration

Data Processing/Data

Management
Research Applications

Other (specify)

n
Please make checks
payable to lASSIST and
Mall to

:

Ms Jackie McGee
Treasurer, lASSIST
% Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street

Santa Monica

Name /phone

Institutional Affiliation

Mailing Address

City

^Country/zip/postal code
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News Release

Suile 10J

2214 Norlh Cenlral al Encanlo

Phoenix, Arizona 85004

(602) 254-6156

Fo[ more inlormalion

corilaci Deborah SlerKowiiz

LATEST DATA MAP EDITION INDEXES MORE THAN 12,500
TABLES OF STATISTICS

The newest edition of Data Map 1988; Index of Published

Tables of Statistical Data is now available from The Oryx Press,

giving researchers, librarians, and others convenient access to

more than 12,500 statistical tables.

Data Map 1988 indexes the contents of 28 widely used statis-

tical sources such as the Yearbook of International Trade

Statistics , U.S. Industrial Outlook , and National Transportation

Statistics .

The first section of the book contains full citations to

sources. Section Two presents a complete list of table titles and

page references from each source, and the last section is a

Subject Index, which cross- indexes all tables in every source.

Drawn from a thesaurus of more than 9,000 terms, the Subject

Index provides the user with a quick reference to statistical

information held in the source publications.

The 1986 edition was called by Choice magazine, "A basic

source for every reference collection . . .strongly recommended."

Jarol B. Manheim is professor of Political Science and Com-

munication and Director of Programs in Political Communication,

George Washington University, Washington, D.C. Allison Ondrasik

IS project manager of the Database Management Department at

Dynamac Corporation and is a specialist in indexing language.

Data Map 1988: An Index of Published Tables of Statistical

Data , a 760-page, 8 1/2" x 11" paperbound book, ISBN 0-89774-

357-1, ISSN 0264-7745, is tentatively priced at $165.00 in North

America. It is available from The Oryx Press, 2214 North Central

at Encanto, Phoenix, Arizona 85004-1483. This annual publication

is available on standing order at 5% discount. Order toll-free

1-B00-457-ORYX or in Arizona, Alaska, and Hawaii, (602) 254-6156.

Postage and handling are free on all prepaid orders.



Library & Information
Science Abstracts

international scope and unrivalled coverage
LISA provides English-language abstracts of material in over
thirty languages. Its serial coverage is unrivalled; 550 titles

from 60 countries are regularly included and new titles are
frequently added

rapidly expanding service which keeps pace with
developments
LISA is now available monthly to provide a faster-breaking
service which keeps the user informed of the rapid changes in

this field

extensive range of non-serial works
including British Library Research
Department reports, conference
monographs

and Development
proceedings and

# wide subject span
from special collections and union catalogues to word
processing and videotex, publishing and reprography

# full name and subject indexes provided in each issue
abstracts are chain-indexed to facilitate highly specific subject
searches

# available in magnetic tape, conventional hard-copy format,
online (Dialog file 61) and now on CD-ROM
Twelve monthly issues and annual index

Subscription: UK £157.00
Overseas (excluding N. America) £188.00
N. America US$357.00

Write for a free specimen copy to

Sales Department
Library Association Publishing
7 Ridgmount Street
London WC1E 7AE
Tel: 01 636 7543x360

Spring 1987
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• CURRENT RESEARCH is an international quarterly journal

offering a unique current awareness service on research
and development work in library and information science,

archives, documentation and the information aspects of

other fields

• The journal provides information about a wide range of

projects, from expert systems to local user surveys. FLA
and doctoral theses, post-doctoral and research-staff work
are included

• Each entry provides a complete overview of the project,

the personnel involved, duration, funding, references, a

brief description and a contact name. Full name and
subject indexes are included

• Other features include a list of student theses and
dissertations and a list of funding bodies. Each quarter, an
area of research is highlighted in a short article

CURRENT RESEARCH is available on magnetic tape, as well

as hard copy, and can be searched online on File 61 (SF=CR)
of DIALOG

Subscription: UK £86.00
Overseas (excluding N. America) £103.00
N. America US$195.00

Write for a free specimen copy to

Sales Department
Library Association Publishing
7 Ridgmount Street
London WCIE 7AE
Tel: 01 636 7543x360






